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BOOSTING MAINE

WILL SPEAK TO GRANGERS

At the night meeting ot
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
with Meguntirook Grange in
Camden Saturday night, under
the direction of the host Grange
lecturer, the guest speaker will
be the well known Maine author
Lincoln Colcord of Searsport
will speak on “The History of
Shipbuilding Days on the Pe
nobscot Bay," Mr. Colcord’s in
terest in seafaring begins with
his childhood days, and he has
been making an intensive study
of Penobscot Bay data with a
view to preserving that import
ant history. Mr. Colcord will
speak at 8 o'clock, and nonGrange members who are in
terested in this particular sub
ject are invited.

Twenty-Four Medals In Two Money Spent In Advertising
Years—One To a Rock
Not An Expenditure But
land Man
An Investment
“An average of almost two lives a
year have been saved during the past
13 years due to the application of
prone pressure,” E. P. Noyes, director
of safety, Central Maine Power Com
pany, states. “Twenty-four medals
have been secured through this Com
pany's co-operation for various peo
ple throughout the State, the flrst of
these date back to 1923 and was

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 91 ................ Number 1 35.

HEARD HEARTENING NEWS

Mayor Paine of Augusta Tells Rockland Business
Men New Industry Is Coming Here

THE PEACE THAT
WAS NOT LASTING

News that the State of New Jersey
has just set aside the sum of $2,000.000 for advertising and publicity re
From an outside source last night | and Hallowell are enjoying induscalls that story of the rooster whose Rockland business men learned that I trial prosperity such as they have
domicile abutted that of a family of the city is on the eve of having a 1 not had in years.
new industry which will employ be“Diversify your industries.’’ urged
ostriches.
tween 200 and 300 hands. The pre- I the speaker. “If you have the same J
One day, so the story goes, an
diction—it amounted virtually to I type you will be either up or down,
ostrich egg rolled under the high
a promise—was made by Mayor ' i would recommend a good garment
board fence into the rooster's yard. Frederick G. Paine of Augusta, who ' outfit, and a good shoe outfit." He
...
Peace hath her victories. No ♦
Crowing loudly, the rooster assembled was guest speaker at the annual ban expressed a strong desire to see
less renowned than war. -MU- ♦
his family of hens together and quet of the Rockland Chamber of Maine's mineral sources exploited—
-*• ton
pointing to the ostrich egg said Commerce. Mayor Paine would re some of which have never been
“Girls, I don’t want to complain veal no details, and could not touched. He believed also that there
promise that the new industry would is a great field In the chemical line.
about the work you have been turn
be here tomorrow, or next month Furniture building, with the wood
NOTICE!
ing out, but I just want you to see "but it is just as sure to come as the so close at hand, was also recomwhat some of the neighbors are do sun is to rise and set he declared I mended.
ing.’’
positively.
In closing Mayor Paine paid
Edwin Libby Relief Corps
I think that here is Maine we
Listening to his optimistic state- tribute to the Central Maine Power
should heed the rooster's words and ment In addition to the Chamber ni ; Company which has made it possible
UNION, ME.
Instead of being satisfied with our Commerce membership were many for him to go about as a free lance
G. A. R. HALL
selves should look around and see
November 15 1.00 P. M.
--------------------------------- j Investigating Industrial opportuni
135-137
what some of the neighbors are doing.
Thursday, Nov. 12
ties, and he offered to the Rockland
It goes without saying that the
Doors Open at 1-10
Chamber any service that the com
New Jersey campaign, particularly if
Free Entertainment in Afternoon
pany or he could give.
It centers to any degree around
Public supper al 6 o’clock
Much interest also attended the
NOTICE
agriculture, will affect Maine farm
reading of Miss Lenore W. Benner's
On petition of EDWIN R. KEENE
ers.
the Governor and Council have or
annual report as secretary of' the
• • • •
dered a recount of the votes cast
Rockland
Chamber of Commerce,
AMERICAN
LEGION
at the State election. Sept. 14, 1936,
Over in Canada, they spent ap
showing an unusually wide variety of
In the city of ROCKLAND, on
DANCE
proximately the same amount this
activities. Her report follows:
Referendum Questions No. 1, 2 and
year In advertising that New Jersey
Tuesday, November 10
• • • •
3, said recount to take place at the
has appropriated. Michigan, Wis
State House. Augusta, Maine, Fri
Light’s Pavilion, Washington
The
Secretary's
Report
F. Noyes, Central Maine Power consin, and other States that are ln
day, Nov. 20, 1936, at ten o'rlork
Music: OVERLOCK’S ORCHESTRA
November
lst
brings
us
to the end
A. M.
135&138
Companys
safety
director
135-It
the same business of selling farm
□f the fiscal year of the Rockland
products or recreation are spending
Chamber of Commerce, and we are
awarded to W. L. Robertson of Gardi large amounts which will directly
The November term of Knox Coun term for assault with a dangerous
pleased to present a picture of the
ner, the most recent to Percy C. Wil affect us unless we meet the chal
ty Superior Court will finally adjourn weapon, with intent to kill, stood bemany
important
things
accomplished
liams ot Rockland.”
lenge.
today. In discharging the traverse fore the bar yesterday afternoon and
and those which we plan to do.
Of these 24 honor awards 11 have
What ls the answer? How will we
Jury last night, and thanking the j heard her cause eloquently pleaded
During the past year together with
WEDNESDAY EVE, NOV. 25
been to Central Maine Power Com meet the threat to our agriculturists
members for their services, Justice 1 not only by her counsel, Prank A.
the Service Clubs and the Rockland Beliveau said: “I am in accord and ! Tirrell, Jr., but by County Attorney
pany employes for saving the lives and to the army of our people who
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
Lodge of Elks, we held -four member
Auspices Kiwanis Underprivileged Child Committee
of six other employes and five out are benefited by our recreational
Jerome C. Burrows, who represented
ship meetings with such speakers as agreement with all you have done.'
siders.
business?
the State. The case was placed on
And
he
added,
with
a
twinkle
in
his
Walter J. Brennan, director of the
Those winning this distinct honor
Obviously with the $75,000 we are
file,
and Justice Beliveau ordered that
eyes,
“
if
any
of
you
are
interested
in
John M. Pomeroy, who seeks an Maine Highway Safety Campaign;
are: W L. Robertson. Gardiner; Wil spending to advertise the recreational
even busier year for the Rockland Lawrence O. Pratt of the recreational the matter of recompense you will the woman go free.
liam E. Brown, Rockland; Arthur P. advantages of the state and the
The near tragedy occurred June 19
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
Chamber of Commerce
division of the New England Council. find it ln the clerk's office below."
Jones. Belfast; Hanson G. Cookson, $25,000 we are spending of agricul
at the Fuller summer home in Union,
It
was
Justice
Beliveau's
flrst
term
During the summer months the
Pittsfield; Ralph H. Given, Green ture, we stand but little chance of
in Knox County, and the charm of whither Mrs. Fuller had gone that
members of the three local service board of directors instituted a series
ville; W. David Cormier, Waterville: stemming the rising tide.
his
personality was experienced by morning with a birthday cake, ap
2.00 P. M. THURSDAY, NOV. 12
George J. Mitchell. Waterville; Charles
This coming Legislature will be clubs—Rotary, Lions and Kiwanis— of open meetings with membership all with whom he came in contact. parently bent upon reconciling a
F. Chase. Newport; Ambrose M. called upon to solve many grave prob combining to a total attendance ot which were held with Mr. and Mrs. That future assignments will find him breach which had occurred shortly
UNIVERSALIST VESTRY, ROCKLAND
Alfred C. Hocking and Mr. and Mrs.
Lynch. Augusta; Abram H. Bradstreet, lems. Millions of dollars of new about 175.
coming often to Knox County is the before in their domestic affairs. This
By CARRIE WILLIAMS FOWLER
Mayor Leforest A. Thurston out Charles ‘A. Emery, with supper at
revenue must be found. This can
Augusta;
and
Percy
C.
Williams,
dream was rudely shattered during
EVERYBODY WELCOME
wish of all.
Rockland.
only mean that you and I and all the lined the problem which faces Rock various shore resorts. We had with
Mrs.
Ellen
P.
Fuller,
indicted
at
this
(Continued on Page Three)
Because of the Power Company's rest of us will be called upon to as land—six months of fairly liberal us D A. Skinner, secretary of the
employment, and six months largely Chamber of Commerce of the United
interest in the saving of life Mr Noyes sume more tax burdens
tries. This survey has been highly [ that the year's receipts were $1982.97
How are we to assume this new dependent upon other sources. With- States, and his two managers of the
has secured, for 13 persons outside
and
Southeastern complimented as one of the most ' and the disbursements $191895,
of the organization with which he is burden? The only possible answer is out federal assistance the property Northwestern
that
we
must
somehow
make
more
owners
would
be
faced
with
a
tax
I
divisions,
of
whom
were
very in complete surveys of any Maine city leaving a cash balance of $64 02. He
associated, these national medals of
or town. We have a standing com- said that since his report was predistinction. These people living in money than we are making now. The of $75 instead of the $48 they are terest*n8 and instructive speakers,
mittee. headed by William Sansom pared there had been some addlfarmer
will
have
to
sell
more
farm
now
paying
He
favored
making
the
]
°P
en
meetings
proved
very
all parts of Central Maine are the fol
products. The commercial fisher- Chamber of Commerce a Knox Coun- helPful ln promoting a social side to which is constantly on the alert to tional receipts.
lowing:
investigate all leads ln regard to new ■ M. F. Lovejoy read an extended
man
must find a better market for ty organization having 300 members. Jthe Chamber's activities,
George L. Higgins, Mere Point;
Industries for Rockland and we feel report from the United States
hls
catches.
The
business
man,
both
|
Mayor
Paine
said
that
it
was
I
Besides
the
above-mentioned
meetLewis W. Towne, Newport; Foster O.
that
this committee Ls making con- chamber of Commerce.
COMMUNITY PARK
King. State Police; J. Benjamin Shaw, large and small, must find new re- through the Initiative of President Ings. we have held 50 board meetings
slderable progress.
! President John M. Pomeroy, re
and
106
committee
meetings.
Woolwich; Norton H. Lamb. Port venue so that he can continue to Wyman and the Central Maine
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11—2.00 P. M.
cently re-elected, after an adminis
Last winter we were faced with a
.
Trailer Camp Site
land; Edward B. Nickerson, Bruns employ men and women at good liv- Power Company that he has been
tration which has taken forward
lng
wages.
able to work on an industrial angle
situation, when word was reAdmission 25c, 35c
wick; Roy D. Pearson, Corinna; Ed
A Committee was appointed to strides, expressed warm commenda’ * ’ *
for Maine. He told of the westward ceived that thc u S's Kickapoo was study the merits of a Trailer Camp
ward P. Barrows, Newport; Millard
tion of the work which has been
Let us assume for the moment that trend of New England industries, as 10 ** discoBttnued- and the Rockland Site for Rockland, and Ls now work
S. Quimby. Corinna; Lewis F. Gould,
done
by the Chamber's committees
Newport; Lewis W. Towne, Newport; Instead of a State, that this is a civilization advanced in that direc- Chamber of Commerce was the first ing on thLs project.
during the past year, paying special
to
bring
pressure
to
bear
upon
our
Fifteen new members have been I tribute to the work of William SanPeter Bush, Augusta; and Ralph New- business concern. How would such a tion. Yet Maine, he argued has more
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK POST, A. L.
concern meet such a new tax obliga to sell industrially than any other Congressmen and Senators in Wash added to the membership roster of
i man, Augusta.
I som as chairman of the industries
All of these 24 awards are merits of tion and at the same time continue to State in the Union. Maine has an ington that the Kickapoo be retained the Rockland Chamber of Commerce ! committee. With much earnestness
in
Rockland.
It
would
not
be
fair
recently, bringing our membership up
national significance and are award make money?
opportunity and is just beginning to
if we did not mention A. C. McLoon, to 150. There seems to be a fine he Spoke of the Chamber's hopes and
Undoubtedly such a concern would realize it.
ed only upon the strictest and most
Winslow-Holbrook Post will hold its Annual
that untiring worker; also that we spirit of co-operation, and wc hope ambitions, and of the work to be
rigid investigation; one was the Mc advertise heavily—would make con
Referring to the new industry
received the aid of other towns, which to make the coming year outstanding done. He introduced the other offi
Armistice Day Dance on
Carter Medal awarded by the Ameri sumers everywhere conscious that which he says Rockland is to have,
quickly
fell in line when approached, In every sense of the word in help cers—
can Gas Association, four were Insull thelr product was far better than Mayor Paine declared that it would
WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOV. 11
First Vice President—Sumner C.
and of inestimable value was the aid ful work for this city and surround
that
of
a
competitor.
The
natural
AT
Medals awarded by the NELA.,
give 52 weeks of solid employment
Perry.
in
this
protest
from
Bangor,
but
our
ing communities.
C. A. C. ARMORY, FOOT OF PARK STREET
and 19 were President's medals award result would be that this concern each year—"and you don’t have to
Second Vice President—Freeman
own president, John M. Pomeroy took
would do a greater volume of busi part with your birthright to get it."
Allied Military Bodies are ra-operating with the local Post to make
ed by the National Safety Council.
Winter Sports
S.
Young.
the
initiative
in
supplying
the
facts
this dance successful. An informal publir party at a popular price.
ness and would not only be able to
“Worth while industries," he add
The Rockland Chamber of Com
Secretary—Lenore W Benner.
GOOD MUSIC
GOOD HALL
GOOD TIME
meet the new taxes but would make ed. “are those which do not have to and figures to all who were interested
THE SOUTHERN CRUISE more money than previously. On the be bought. If they arc not willing to to work with us to save the Kickapoo merce has gotten solidly behind the Treasurer—Joseph W Robinson.
winter sports project being promoted
Tlie need of increased membership
other hand, if it had done nothing it gamble on thelr own ambition and for Rockland and she is still here.
by the Camden Outing Club, and has was stressed by several speakers,
The
Rockland
Chamber
of
Com
Francis Havener Jr., retains the would have been emmeshed in a web
intelligence, you shouldn't have them. merce sponsored the circulation of organized a committee from thc j Freeman 8. Young going so far as to
lead in the Southern Winter Cruise of steadily diminishing profits that They will dump you over night.”
petitions for 10,000,000 paving blocks Chamber of Commerce together with advocate 500. President Pomeroy
Contest and Vivian Mullen has would mean eventual bankruptcy.
Reviewing the cause of depression to be used by the government and to service clubs committees to canvass geeg
necessity of 250 if the proThere is no refuting the proven he told how this country rode on the
moved to second place. Rivalry be
fact that money used in wise adver top wave during the World War. and be manufactured in the grap'te quar Rockland for memberships. They are paset| budget is carried out.
tween the contestants ls keen but tising is not an expenditure but is
ries of Maine. We have made good making very fine progress with this
George W Dyer, district governor
of
the
industrial
surpluses
piled
up
progress
on this, and the Adminis project.
friendly with each youngster hustling an Investment. In this age we buy
of the Lions, was introduced.
when the European countries began trators of New York and Maine have
President Pomeroy placed the orCommunity Building
TONIGHT (ARMISTICE EVE)
to gather those coveted slips of paper only advertised goods.
to rehabilitate themselves.
okayed this project, the only delay
ganizatlon
squarely behind the win
No
more
graphic
example
of
this
As you probably all know, the
that may give them a delightful
“What was the result?" he asked. seeming to be the decision of
Noise Makers
Balloons
Novelties
can be cited than that of cigarets, a
Rockland Chamber of Commerce ter sports project at Hosmer's Pond,
cruise to Havana this winter.
“Either that our manufacturers had from what funds the allotment shall
sponsored the Community Building and the members shared his enthusi
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
Tlie standing of contestants today: commodity that is doubtlessly more got to lay off their men or cut ex be made.
highly
advertised
than
any
other.
If
project, which is rapidly nearing asm after listening to Eugene C. C.
Francis Havener Jr.................... 4140
penses. It will be another 10 years The Tourists' Information Bureau
Music By
completion and will be a great asset Rich, president of the Camden Out
Vivian Mullen ............................ 3857 you smoke cigarets, or pipe tobacco before we see the real days of pros
was a very busy place this year, with to Rockland.
ing Club, who gave a rapid fire
Arlene Havener ........................ 3796 or cigars for that matter, you will perity back again, but we are going
20 percent gain in the number of
resume of progress there.
Edna Gregory .......................... 3645 find that you smoke a product that to pull out, and go on to a greater
Employment Bureau
tourists calling for information. We
Upon his return to Camden last
Charles Mitchell ..................... 2578 is highly advertised in preference to country and a greater nation than
The
Chamber
pf Commerce main night President Rich was delighted to
had
a
new
banner
painted
and
erect

SATURDAY
Daisy Gray ................................ 2510 one that is not advertised. Tobacco ever before.”
tains a year-round employment find a letter from Kennedy Crane of
ed across the Main street.
Carrie Breen ............................ 2467 officials can tell you almost to a
bureau, and has been very successful Rockland enclosing hls contribution
Mayor
Paint
complimented
Rock

The
Chamber
of
Commerce,
after
Leon White Jr............................ 2431 package how many cigarets they will land on its enthusiasm, spirit and
canvassing the business men, found ln placing women at housework, of $50 and complimenting him upon
sell
for
a
specific
sum
of
money
al

Vera Ames ..........
1917
co-operation, “Unity and co-opera that the majority weTe for the re practical nursing, etc. ThLs service his afforts. "It came entirely un
William Cross . ......................... 1536 lotted to advertising. They will also tion, when you have those nothing
turn of Route 1 through the business Is free, no fee being charged either solicited," says Mr. Rich and shows
tell
you
that
if
they
stop
advertising
Vivian Foster ............................ 1500
can
prevent
prosperity
from
coming.
district, sq with money donated by party.
not only splendid spirit, but faith in
Eileen Anderson ...................... 1068 even for a montTh that their sales
The business men listened with in the business houses two banners were
the project.
Dredging of Rockland Harbor
will
drop
off
proportionately.
Clayton McMahon .................... 1018
terest and admiration while Mayor made and put up at the two entran
• • • .
A year ago last summer a hearing
The same applies to everything we Paine described what he has been ces to Rockland, one on Camden was held with the War Department YOUR FAVORITE POEM
use
—to the foods we eat, the clothes able to do for the Kennebec Valley, street at (Maverick and one on Park Engineers in regard to the dredging
WEDNESDAY
If I had my life to Uve again I would
we wear, the transportation we buy, how Augusta is practically full up at the corner of Broadway, telling of Rockland Harbor at the Public hare made a rule to read some poetry
wlth Industries, and how Gardiner the traveler that Route 1 was straight
A Smash Hit With a Brilliant Cast
to some music at least once
Landing andi the maintenance of and listenThe
the recreations we indulge In.
loss of these tastes ls a
ahead. Also your Chamber of Com Lermond's Cove. The engineers were alossweek.
Directed by ADELAIDE CROSS
of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
Spending money for advertising
MATINEE
merce wrote to Augusta and had the very favorable, and we have kept in
our state and the products we raise
Auspices of Parent-Teacher Association
IN FLA.NDEKS FIELDS
Route 1 signs changed from over constant touch with them. At the
or manufacture is not predicated on
Iu
Flanders
the popples blow
Benefit Milk Fund
Maverick and Broadway to Park and present time the Mayor is i^i receipt Between the fields
crosses, row on row,
a fine theory. It is based on hard,
Note -Positively Part or Whole
Main
and
Camden
and
Main
streets,
That
mark
our
place;
and In the sky
of a letter in which they ask that
cold facts. Our farmers, our fisher A newly renovated house—all mod
Will Be Given Away
The larks, still bravely singing fly
the
word
Route
1
By-Pass
being
used
Scarce
heard
amid
thc
guns
below.
one-half
of
the
total
amount
of
men, our manufacturers, those en
ern, with garage, located in the over the former route 1.
EVENING AWARD
$63,000 for the dredging at the Public We are the Dead. Short days ago
gaged ln the recreational business heart of the city—to let at—
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
New Industries
Landing, be subscribed by local in We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow.
can increase their Incomes immeas
Curtain &.15
Loved and were loved, and now we He
134-135
dustry. We have already taken steps
urably
if
their
work
is
backed
by
The
Chamber
of
Commerce
In Flanders fields.
RESERVED SEATS 40c. NOT RESERVED 25c
$16 per month
through
our
Senators
to
find
out
advertising. This Is proven beyond
through Messrs. Pomeroy and Gowell
Take
up
our
quarrel with the foe:
Tickets checked at Chisholm’s Candy Store and at the High School
all possibilities of doubt by the past
of the Central Maine Power Company about this and also to find out if the To you from falling hands we throw
ALAN L BIRD
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
The torch; be yours to hold It high.
history of advertising in this and
High School, 3.30 to 4.30. Chisholm's 3.30 to 6.00
If ye break faith with us who die
TEL. 130,
ROCKLAND completed a very extensive industrial maintenance at Lermond's Cove will
We shall not sleep, though popples grow
134-135
be forthcoming.
other states.
In Flanders fields.
135-137 survey of Rockland which is being
Treasurer J. W. Robinson reported
—Earle Doucette
—Lieut -Col John MeCrae
ren? to vnriouc leads on new indusSubscriptions S3 00 per year payable ln
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon clrcula- j
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The RocRland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
ln 1882 The Free Press was established
ln 1855 and In 1881 changed Its name to I
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17, 1897
____________ 1

SHOOT
HAPPY HOLLOW

FAIR

COURT TO ADJOURN TODAY

Mrs. Fuller Goes Free—The Clam Flat Case—
Divorces Granted

THANKSGIVING CHARITY BALL

ELECTRIC COOKING SCHOOL

FOOTBALL

Rockland High vs. Crosby High of Belfast

ARMISTICE

DANCE

DANCING
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM

George Rogers on his Windsor Club Orch.
Lou Kyer and his Rhythm Boys

SHIP AHOY!

2 BANK NITES 2

$50.00

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, NOV. 12-13

$150.00

PARK

FINE HOME TO LET
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In God is my salvation, and my
glory; the rock of my strength, and
my refuge, is in God. —Psalm 62: 7.

FOR WEST POINT

Senator White Announces
Examination of Candidates
In This City Dec. I 2
Senator Wallace H. White. Jr., has
arranged with the United States Civil
Service Commission to conduct an ex
amination of applicants for the
United States Military Academy. The
examinations will be held on Satur
day. pec. 12. at the local post office,
starting at 9 a. m. Only those who
have advised Senator White on or
before Nov. 21 of their desire to com
pete in this examination will be
eligible to do so. Each applicant
should send Senator White a state
ment giving his permanent residence,
his present pest office address, his
full name, the date of his birth and
the schools attended during the last
three years. Applications received
by the Senator after Nov. 21 cannot
be considered.
These examinations will be open
only to boys who are bona fide resi
dents of Maine. Boys must be at
least 17 years of age and not have
reached their 22d birthday on date ot
entrance to the Academy. The nomi
nations will be based upon the rank
attained by the contestants. In com
puting such rank five points will be
arbitrarily added to the rating given
by the Civil Service Commission, in
1 the case of each applicant who has
attended schools in Maine for three
school yeans next preceding the ex
amination. The Senator reserves the
right to decline to give a nomination
to any boy on the eligible list of any
other Senator or Congressman. It is
advisable for all candidates to submit to a thorough physical examination prior to the date of the examina
tion on Dec. 12.

The, Roosevelt Landslide
Paves the Way for
Patriotism
By Nicholas Roosevelt

“A long time ago I settled down
to this tobacco for life —Henry Horne
Cop7Ti«ht. 1*96, R. J. Reynold* Tobaceo'Company

--------------————>

For the National Republican Builders. Inc.

No one can blame Mr. Roosevelt for feeling that his overwhelming victory
is equivalent to a mandate from the people to do as he wants. He is war
ranted ln thinking that the election is a complete endorsement of his policies
It counts for little that most people have no idea of the nature of the man
date. and that the vague, often contradictory measures which go to make up
the New Deal, figured but little in the election.
The people have
reaffirmed
their MSfel
-4
faith in Franklin

become all-powerful. They do not
see
that these objectives can only be
wached if rlghts long «st«“>»»hed are

If

Every-Other-Day

PRINCE ALBERT HAS A FLAVOR
YOU JUST CAN'T BEAT. AND THE
PIPEFUL YOU SMOKE AT BEDTIME
TASTES JUST
AS GOOD AS
THE ONE YOU
SMOKED
RIGHT AFTER
BREAKFAST

NEVER DID SEE THE BEAT
OF

PRINCE ALBERT

FOR DOWNRIGHT
•
COMFORTING SMOKE
PLEASURE. THAT 'CRIMP
CUT' PROCESS MAKES
P. A. PACK DOWN JUST
RIGHT IN THE BOWL

D Roosevelt. Can
*crin<*d- ar'd u P°wers lon« den*d
he be blamed for
government are >'ielded
feeling that he has|
The tragedy lies in the fact that
been given a blank
I neith€r
Roosevelt nor his milI LIKE
check?
Hons of supporters realize that he
PRINCE
But the time ishas become the unconscious leader
at hand to try to
ot world forces of reaction. He has
ALBERT
REVIEWING AN ELECTION
assess what MrF jft.
Pictured himself as a great liberal.
BETTER
Roosevelt
intends
But
(he
policies
which
he
has
sought
THAN
ANT
It is a bit late for Presidential
'MAKIN'S'
to do with
10 Pu( 111(0 effect and which he is
post mortems, and the magnitude
TOBACCO I
mandate. His personality, of course, planning to enact mean the deathof President Roosevelt's victory
EVER RAN
gives us a partial clue. He is the knell of liberalism. They mean the
lends absurdity to any attempt a;
ACROSS
same
supremely
able
and
agile
policreation
in
America
of
an
enormous
■
an alibi. In Maine and Vermont,
ticlan
that
he
has
always
been.
He
permanent
bureaucracy
of
spoilsmen,
the two States which stoutly main
is mercurial, unstable, and accus- ' who will have endless powers of intained their allegiance to the Re
Henry Home (pictured above filling his pipe) says: “A
‘ ‘There’s ‘makin ’s’ for around 70 ciga
This is John Charlton. He always sticks to
tomed
to disregard his promises terference in the personal activities
publican party voters are still in a
lot of my neighbors smoke P. A. and they sure are de
rettes in that big P. A. tin. That’s
Prince Albert for his pipe smoking.
whenever
it
is
convenient
to
do
so.
,
(
he
American
people.
They
imply
1
state of bewilderment—at loss to
lighted.” You’re sure to like Prince Albert too.
value!” says Norman Lazow.
His
eagerness
for
popularity
is
as
th
«
substitution
of
government
reguknow how it happened—but to the
insatiable as ever and will continue tation for individual initiative. This
credit of those who were in the
r
to
lead him to do only what he bereaction. This spells the destruchelpless minority, be it said that
THIS OFFER
lieves to be popular.
!tlon ol Jeffersonian democracy. It
they are still proud to call them
MAKES IT EASY
Here
is
the
hint
of
what
lies
ahead,
reverses
the
trend
which
ln
the
Engselves Republicans.
like 1
TO TRYOUT P.A.
Gov. Alf M. Landon, whose
! He—and by implication the New DealI lish-speaking nations has for cenFOR
YOURSELF
—hks been overwhelmingly endorsed., (uries moved in the direction of proPLAN
campaign special is now a lowly
In
his
mind
this
means
that
his
polltec
ting
the
Individual
from
his
|
passenger train bound back to the
;e Albert.
,ipe(uls*of Pnn<
! cies are popular. Why. under the j governors. It means surrendering to
station known as Private Life, ac
circumstances, should he abate his our governors, rights hard won
tastiest pipe tot
cepted the Nation’s verdict in the
extravagances or change his methods , (hrough generations of political and 1
,
with the rest o
same manner that a good loser al
or his objectives?
| 800181 struggle.
a month from
ways accepts defeat and was among
His Madison Square Garden speech
It may be that this is what the
. price, plus postage
the first to offer congratulations to
'"STRAY THOUGHTS''
icd) R-J-Reynold
at the close of the campaign sup- American people want. But as yet
OUNCE
President Roosevelt. The Chicago ,
plies
the
details
of
his
program.
In
there
is
no
indication
that
they
even
Daily N ews edited and published
CRIMP CUT
Talented Young Warren Girl this he pledged his administration to begin to realize what lies ahead of
LONG BURNING FIFE AND
by Col. Frank Knox, the Repub- !
CIGARETTE* TOBACCO
Publishes a Book
of reduce hours of work, to raise wages them. If, after careful discussion
lican candidate for the vice presi- I
to end child labor, to end monopoly, J and long deliberation, the majority of
dency, had this to say editorially in i
Poems’;
to support collective bargaining, to i our people decide that they prefer a
Saturday’s issue:
stop unfair competition, to work for form of collectivism and paternalism
Without surrendering in any rePoems written by Marion Wallace
spect the principles which have ani- I of Warren and published in the cheaper electricity and for better and to democracy, the democratic spirit
mated us, we shall support the presi Portland Press Herald over a period j cheaper transportation, to lower ln- in itself makes it mandatory that the
pipeful^of fragrant tobacco in
dent in the discharge of the heavy
terest rates, to improve banking, to people as a whole accept it. But this
every
2-oz. tin of Prince Albert
responsibilities which are his, so long ! of four years, now appear in pamphlet regulate security issues, to end crop, much is sure—four out of five of
as such support does not involve a ! form—a very neat Job of printing, by
departure from what we regard as J the way. from the presses of The surpluses, to control floods andI those who voted for Mr. Roosevelt
drought, to improve marketing facili- ’ have not the least understanding of
sound economic and government
FARM WAGE RATES
POISON IVY PEST
principles. The very magnitude of Courier-Gazette. The booklet is en ties for farmers, to encourage farm j what his policies involve.
titled
“
Stray
Thoughts"
and
will
be
Mr. Roosevelt's victory provides him
co-operatives, to help the crippled, j It behooves us. therefore, during
with a compelling leadership in gov a source of much satisfaction to the the blind, the aged and the unem- ’ th« coming year, to seize every op- Will Continue To Go Higher Mrs. Overlock Describes the
ernmental affairs. If he seizes this relations and friends of this talented
Method She Used To
In 1937, With Commodi
[ portunity to discuSs these problems
opportunity to restore the govern young author, who was only 11 years ployed.
Many of these are worthy objec- from one end of the country to the
ment to the normal conditions con
Eradicate
Plants
ties Used
-OFtemplated by the constitution, par of age when her rhymes first made tives. But combined into a program other. We can impose at least a
ticularly with regard to the functions their appearance in the Portland of government they mean Just one temporary check in 1938. But before
The average price of commodities Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
of the executive and legislative newspaper.
branches, he will have justified fully i The first of these offerings was thing—the substitution of paternal- such a check can be imposed we must and services used in agricultural pro
In looking over the issue of Nov. 3
the unprecedented degree of con- J
ism for democracy. They mean glv- know the truth and then make up our
I
read
the request of Mary Perry Rich
entitled
“
Oh.
That
Bee!
'
and
related
duction
will
average
a
little
higher
fidence which the American people |
ing the Federal government all man- i minds The problem is not partisan
have reposed in him.
the author's experience with the in ner of powers which, prior to the ac- but national. It is of far greater mo- next year, the bureau of agricultural for some method of eradicating poison
sect.
cession of Franklin D. Roosevelt to j ™nt than the personality of Mr. economics reports in a survey of the ivy pest. The best way is to have it
One of the country’s leading
The poet goes on. In rhyme, to tell the Presidency, it did not have.
newspapers, the New York Sun
Roosevelt, but it is unfortunately, in- agriculture outlook for 1937. The re "grubbed" out of the ground, but that
had this to say concerning the los of her first day at school; of mis- ' No doubt the American people fa- timately bound up with his personaliis a big job as men do not like to work
chief-making days, of the authors vor most of the above listed objec- I ty. He can make or break democracy port continues:
ing candidates:
in
it because of its poison. Some
brother Vernal; of a warning and a
“Wage rates will rise with a con
It can justly be said of Governor little runaway; of a false alarm and tives. But they do not realize that 111 the world. He can establish a tinuance of the upward trend in the grew near our ice house and to get
Regular Price S14.5O
if the government undertakes to put collectivist state in America—if he
Landon tjjat he made an honest, in
demand for workers in nonagricul- rid of it I used salt brine poured on it
telligent and vigorous campaign. a happy visit; of Abraham Lincoln, them Into effect the government will, so desires.
Sale Price
tural activities, and with the greater and found with persistence it could
Nothing that he said in the contest “so gentle and so true;” of “just a
needs to be retracted or modified. friend" and a gypsy, of an untold
demand for hired farm workers that
sea astern the Cunarder Queen Mary,
HIS MEMORY HONORED
be gotten rid of. Use plenty of salt
He faced fearful odds. The political secret; of Mothers Day; of Nature’s
$12.38
is likely to result from more nearly
machine built up by President Roose
which resulted in Mr. Ramsdell's
to make the brine good and strong,
wonders;
of
an
ode
to
morning
and
a
normal
crop
and
livestock
produc

velt through Chairman Farley was
Exercises In Boston For Ace Photog death. The exercises closed with a
tion. Prices paid by farmers for seed stronger the better, and peur it on
pecuniarily the most potent ever as sad story; of winter and two elves, of
Five Tube
rapher, Native of Union
prayer by Rev. Reuben E. Gilmore,
sembled in politics. No party in a pool, a picture and a dandelion, and
have already advanced sharply as a hot or cold. No doubt salt <a good lot ,
pastor
of
the
Union
Church
of
Win

Dynamic
Speaker
power or out of power had ever be finally ‘To My Teacher.”
result of drought-restricted supplies of it) thrown on it might do the
Your fWarren correspondent was throp.”
fore dared, perhaps ever conceived,
TO MY TEACHER
and will continue at relatively high trick.
such a gigantic plan of making the
Come in and let us demoninterested in the following clipping
This clipping is of interest to this
If a person is careful he can work
levels during the 1937 spring planting
people pay for an election. Where a From my first day at school
rtiatc the marvelous tone of
Until now the very year.
from the Monday issue of a Boston section, because Mr. Ramsdell was a season.
among it and not be poisoned badly.
Hanna, a Quay or a Whitney thought That
these outstanding values!
I’ve got to go away
native
of
Union.
Maine.
A.
L.
S
in millions the New Dealers thought
Rubber
boots
and
thick
gloves
prevent
I have studied with yce here
paper.
“Farm wage rates will continue in
in billions; not only thought in them
1937 the slow rise of the last three poison on hands, arms and legs, and
“Newspaper
associates.
former
but got them and spent them. And Although I've sputtered now and then.
Regular Price SIG.95
Rytex Christmas Caros are used by
About my schooling days.
they had four years in which to do I really
comrades in France, and many well prominent Movie Stars, writers, art years due to an increase in both the after having been where the pest is,
haven't meant one word;
their job while the Landon forces
So never mind my ways.
Sale Price
known in aviation circles gathered ists and Social Leaders ... yet their nonagricultural and agricultural de washing with strong yellow laundry
had only four months. While the
with other friends at the Boston air price is only 50 for $1 00, including mand for labor. Further upturns in soap is nine times out of -ten a sure
Kansan is not the aggressive type of For I am really thankful
That I’ve had a teacher near.
$14.78
port yesterday (Sunday) afternoon your name on the cards and 50 en off-the-farm employment are expect preventative. Of course I had no
candidate, he threw into the struggle Who
will hold on to her patience
all the force at his command. In thc
To make a meaning clear.
to do honor to the memory of Edwin velopes to match. See the new 1936 ed to accompany a slight increase in large amount, such as is spoken of by I
final days of the campaign he turned
Thompson Ramsdell. ace photogra samples at The Courier-Gazette. business activity. A more normal Mrs. Rich, but even at that I had ,
will help me ln my studies
Five Tube
upon the President a battery of Who
And guide my steps along.
growing season in 1937 would also in- | enough to do harm if seme child got j
pher, who lost his life following a Postage 10c—adv.
questions which, going unanswered, To high school down to Warren.
into
it.
Dynamic Speaker
crease the demand for hired workers
So my way wUl not go wrong.
plane crash last July, and for whom
would have been destructive in a
As Mrs. Rich says it is beautiful :
contest decided on political merit. To me you've sometfmes seemed.
on farms. The farm-labor supply will
a bronze memorial tablet was un-!
Both Short Wave and
But this was not one of those con- i Just like another playmate.
continue to decrease as the nonagri to look at but in this instance “a I
American Broadcast
veiled
and
presented.
tests. Nothing could be brought For your Interest ln our club and such
thing of beauty is not a joy forever."
Rich Tone
cultural
activities
of
the
nation
ab

The
exercises
were
held
in
the
as1
Has
been
so
very
great.
home to Mr. Roosevelt that would
Perhaps
some
other
reader
who
has
i
sorb
more
workers.
discredit him in the mind of the I really dread to leave your school,
sembly room in the John H. Shobe,
crowd. Governor Landon deserved a
“Farm machinery prices during 1937 had trouble with it can give a remedy I
I like your pleasant ways;
hangar. Edward Rowe Snow. Win
better fate. He was beaten not by Though I leave ln September I'll always
are
expected to remain at approxi-1 better than mine. But salt and per- ;
throp High School teacher, whose
remember
reason but by impulse.
mately the 1936 levels. Any change severance did the trick for me.
The school of my childhood days.
book. "Islands of Boston Harbor,"
Perhaps the most bitterly disap
Clara S. Overlock.
will be upward, because of the up
was illustrated by Mr. Ramsdell, pre
ROCKLAND, MAINE
pointed man in the whole United j Total farm income from a potato
Washington, Nov. 4.
ward
trend
in
prices
of
labor
and
maj
States was Royal Oak priest, Fr. | crop goes up in years of short crop, sided over the exercises and gave a
terials
and
other
costs.
Wholesale
I
brief sketch of Mr. Ramsdell's life,
Charles E. Coughlin, who believed and down in years of a big crop. This
prices of tractors have advanced ! LAWLESS ,VS. POULIN
telling of his youth, when in 1912, he
slightly since 1933. but remain con- J
that he was building up in his Na leads the bureau of agricultural eco
was chauffeur for the Grand Duke
tional Union For Social Justice an nomics to predict a much higher re
sideraibly below the 1926 average.
Head This Week’s Boxing
of the Russians; later his service
immensely powerful political ma turn to farmers from this year's crop
"During 1937 prices paid by farmers
overseas with the 101st Regiment of
Bill—Jawcracker Favreau
chine which would have a dominat than they received last year.
for fertilizer will probably average I
the 26th (Yankee) Division and upon
ing influence but which cast for
In Semi-Final
somewhat higher than in 1936, but not
his return, his entering the newspa
Lemke a vote so small as to be al 245 in the House and 79 in the
greatly different from the 191C-H
per field, first as a reporter, and
Johnny Lawless outlived the long
most negligible.
Filled with dis Senate that party has things de
average. The total sales of fertilizer
then as photographer.
reach punches of the tall, dark boy
io the damper is an outstanding character
gust at the fiasco, Fr. Coughlin an cidedly its own way. It is con
during
the
1336-37
season
will
prob

Edward J. Dunn, city editor of one
last Friday night, but it will need all
nounces his withdrawal from the ceivable that the conservatives may
istic of D&H Cone-Cleaned ANTHRACITE.
ably
be
considerably
larger
than
in
of the Boston papers, in a short ad
of his skill to escape punishment
field of politics and the radio which seek to check what they consider
1935-36
and
the
largest
since
1929-30.
It can be dampened down to burn slowly
dress, spoke of the many traits that
knew him so well will now devote radical legislation, but it is self“The 1936 drought was more seri when he tackles Gabby Pculin in this
and economically but—when Winter gales
marked Mr Ramsdell’s character, his
its channels to commercial adver evident that the President's policies
ous in the area where only a small week's main bout at the Tillson
THE STANDARD
blow and sub-zero weather arrives—D&H
skill as a ptotograher, his devotion
will
have
the
same
sweeping
suc

part of the total fertilizer tonnage is Avenue Stadium. The crowd asked
tising.
to duty, and his courage. In short,
gives heat, heat and more heat.
for
this
bout,
and
Oliver
promptly
OF
SHIRT
VALUE
Dr. Francis E. Townsend exacts cess that he did in the election.
used. In the most important fertil
he was a true gentleman and soldier,
It may be, as some of the ecstatic
from the situation some degree of
izer-consuming areas, 1936 crops were matched 'em up.
Whitney Shirts offer greater
he said.
Cracker Favreau. whose new title is
sat isf actiiui because 87 members New Dealers seem to think, that
fairly good and prices for these crops
va'ue. Our selection includes
Miss Shirley Ramsdell, daughter
Jawcracker
Favreau, will have to be
who vvill serve in the new Con the Sunflower has become a wall
have
been
the
highest
in
several
years.
all the latest patterns, stripes,
of Mr. Ramsdell. then unveiled the
plaids, fancies and pastels ... as
gress had his endorsement in the flower, but a party which cast
Prices of farm products generally are on his mettle when he meets Danny
519 MAIN ST.
TEL. 487
tablet. Prof. William O. Austin of
well as the ever-popular white
recent
campaign,
among
them 16,000,000 votes is not to be read
the highest since 1930. and have risen Rupp, that smart Gardiner boy who
the
department
of
agriculture
at
the
broadcloth.
An
outstanding
value
took
so
well
with
the
fans
when
he
Henry Cabot I>odge, whose tre out of existence over night. That
in relation to the retail prices of fer
M.I.T. read the inscription for the
in fine shirts . . . plus the ex
mendous victory in .Massachusetts there will be a new alignment of
tilizer. A continuance of this situ was here a year ago.
clusive Point-Setter Collar that
assemblage. This was followed by
Popeye Manta is going to meet Seth
has made him a striking national the Republican forces; conceivable,
ation will stimulate fertilizer con
gives built-in neatness.
the acceptance of the tablet by Ed
Parker again, and the result will
figure; Senator William E. Borah, also, that new forces from within I
sumption in the coming year.”
ward J. Curran of the U. S. Light
show whether he put Seth out with
the eccentric and erratic statesman, may swallow the New Dealers be-1
house service, representing Capt.
a lucky punch, or whether he is too
fore
Jim
Farley
is
inaugurated
as
j
who received a record endorsement
many guns for the namesake of the
We believe George E. Eaton in charge of this
from the voters of Idaho; and 1 President in 1940.
district, Mr. Curran announced that
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,
radio star.
Senator Wallace H. White, Jr., that when 1940 rolls around the
the tablet would be placed on the
They are bringing Joe Mandell down
who had already been re-elected contest will still be between two
The Courier-Gazette, thpee weekly, brings the
walls of the pilot house of the light
from Bangor to take the measure of
when the New Deal steam roller major parties, one called Demo
friendly word of home town folks and happenings.
Walter Reynolds.
ironed out all but two of the cratic and the other called Repub ship. Nantucket, which is located
near
the
spot
where
the
crash
oc
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States.
curred when the plane dove into the
“hist” the curtain.
With a Democratic majority of sabe? as the Spanish say.
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Automatic Radios

Both Have STYLE, TONE and
PERFORMANCE

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

UICK RESPONSE
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Lloyd Rhodes is occupying the
Jonathan Gardner house at the
Meadows.

OPPORTUNITY

COURT TO ADJOURN TODAY

Sor Middle Aged

OWL’S HEAD
DANCE

Nathaniel Hillman Little of Portland,
cruel and abusive treatment. Payson
Tomorrow Night, Nov. 11
the afternoon when Fuller extracted for libellant.
By Owl’s Head Townsend Club
letter from the mail box, and was
Julia M. Cormier of Camden from
Come and Play
charged by his wife with having hearj j Harvey J. Cormier of Camden, gross |
THE MYSTERY STAR GAME
again from “that woman." An alter and confirmed habits of intoxication.
The awards are given in appreci
cation ensued, and Mrs. Fuller is Custody of Priscilla E., minor child,
charged with having followed Fuller granted to Julia M. Cormier until | ation of your patronage—the more
you attend the more you win.
into the dcoryard, discharging two further order of Court. Montgomery
a week and higher later on for right
pistol shots into his body as she went. & Gillmor for libellant.
nov ir-H*
man. No capital Investment re
Fuller lay at death's doer in Knox
Constance W. Patterson of Camden ,
Thomas Spear, who is employed
quired.
Large Nationally-known
chance for recovery this morning.
Hospital, but is now quite fully re from John D. Patterson of Oriskany,
i by the Telephone Co. ill Boston has
manufacturer—highly rated—estab
Men’s Shetplined Coats
New Slippsrs
N.
Y
.
gross
and
confirmed
habits
of
He
is at Knox Hospital, where he was *
covered.
lished 20 years.
Write complete
been called to this city by the seri
Heavy Moleskin Coat with
! removed in an ambulance, following .
Men’s and Women's
details about your past experience,
Mrs. Fuller was sent to a hospital Intoxication. Perry for libellant.
ous illness of his uncle, Herbert
Wombat Collar
He
was
attended
etc. Address ••Secretary." Factory
Elizabeth
M.
Valley
from
Lester
M.
!
the
shooting.
in Bangor for observation and was
Sizes 38 to 46
Spear.
59c,
79c,
$1.00
p.
o.
Box
963.
Dayton,
Ohio.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
brought from there to Knox County Valley, both of Rockland, gross and fr. Fred G. C
$3.98
Nov. 10—Camden—Board ol Trade
Court yesterday. She has gained 25 confirmed habits of Intoxication. Dr. E W. Hodgkins of Thomaston, I
meeting at YMCA
The Auxiliary to the V.P.W. met
Nov. 10—Illustrated lecture by Rev. C.
I
Sheriff
C.
Earle
LUdwick
of
Rock

pounds in weight, and appeared in Libellant is permitted to resume her
Men’s 32 Ounce
Bridge Lamps
H Olds at the Congregational Church. Friday night, with balloting on five
Two Bush Island Lighted Whistle ncrmal health. She has maintained 1 maiden name of Elizabeth M. Pelle- land, and Ray Foley, state patrolman, j
"Ten Thousand Transcontinental Miles.’’ new candidates. At the turkey shoot,
Complete
with
Shade
Melton
Zipper Jackets
Nov. 10—Thomaston—Board of Trade
investigated. The shot was from a ;'
■ Buoy TBI, reported flashing irregu- from the start that she had no recol tier. Wilbur for libellant.
held by the Post at Oakland Park
meeting at K. P. hall.
Sizes
38 to 46
l larly, will be repaired.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
$1.00
lection of shooting her husband. The
Elva H. Robarts from Chester Ro- 32 automatic.
Nov. 11—Union—Community Club pre Sunday the auxiliary served clam
$2.98
Among those from here who had ]
latter did not appear in codrt.
barts. both of Camden, cruel and
sents home town movies at High School chowder, cake and coffee.
.
hall.
____
The Portland Club, long prominent
abusive treatment. Custody of Rich the opportunity to hear Cameron i
Nov. 12—Edwin Libby Relief Corps fair
Children’s Percale Dresses Men’s Broadcloth Shirts
Harvey W. Ames of Vinalhaven was ard. minor child, granted to Elva H. Beck at the High School auditorium I
Harry E. Wilbur of Rockland, who ] as a SOcial and political organization
at OAR. hall.
Nov 12-13—North Haven—Orange fair was elected Knox County judge of observed its 5Cth anniversary last convicted yesterday of assault upon
in Rockland Thursday were Mi;. and |
Sizes 3 to 16. 328 to choose from White and Colors . . . Fast Color
Robarts
unti
further
order
of
Court.
at Orange hall.
Nov 12 — Thomaston—Parent-Teacher probate at the September election, | night.
Ex-Governor William T. William R. Gordon of that town. Feb. Tirrell for libellant.
Mrs Willis R. Vinal. Mrs. Abbie
69c
59c
Ass n meeting at High School assembly
was appointed to that office Saturday cobb is the only survivor of the 22 Gordon was digging clams on Ames’
Ruth Estelle Conway of Rockland Newbert, Miss Edna F. Boggs, and
hall.
.
|
Nov. 12-13—Musical comedy
Ship v... Democratic Governor Louis J. original charter membership.
flats when the latter appeared on the from Theodore O. Conway of St Mrs. Anna Starrett.
Men’s Blue Flannel Shirts
Ahoy." In High School auditorium, J
scene
ani ordered him off the George, cruel and abusive treatment.
Brann
to
complete
the
unexpired
term
Boys’ Wash Suits
beNo\lt P13^North Warren—Neighbors'
The Woman’^ Club meets tonight
Heavy Weight . . . Navy Only
of Melzer T. Crawford, deceased.
All roads lead to Strand Theatre premises. Gordon refused to go and Custody of Douglas and Ernest, minor at 7.30. The program will consist of
Night at White Oak Grange
Cotton Tops, Tweed Pants
$1.39
Nov 13—Methebesec Club meets at the
Armistice Day and Thursday when Ames discharged the gun—in no gen children, granted to Ruth Estelle Con interesting bits from the Maine
Sizes 4 to 10
home of Mrs Gladys 8. Helstad ln RockRounds Mothers Club of the Con the attraction will be "Magnificent eral direction he claims. One of the way until further order of Court. Tir
Men's
Teachers' Convention held in Lewis
P°Nov. 14—Vinalhaven reunion at 20th gregational Church will meet Thurs
79c
Obsession," with Irene Dunne and shots struck near Charles Polk and rell for libellant.
ton last month, each of the local
Century Club In Boston.
Grey
Buck
Suede Shirts
Nov 14 — Warren — Annual meeting day night with Mrs. Donald Kelsey, Robert Taylor. This picture is being Avaughn Nelson, two other fishermen
Leona M. Holt from Jay W. Holt, teachers to contribute in talks lasting
Warren Locals of N. E Milk Producers North Main street.
Mrs. Donald I
who appeared while the fracas was both of Rockland, cruel and abusive
79c
brought here by popular demand.
Ass'n at Life Saver Tea Room.
but a few minutes. Musical numbers
Ironing Boards
Nov. 18—Rockport—Garden Club meets Cummings and Mrs. David Beach
in progress. Ames defended on the treatment. Wilbur for libellant.
will
also
be
added
to
the
entertain

with Mrs Mary Spear.
Adjustable* to two heights
Men’s
ground that the weapon contained No.
Nov. 19—Monthly meeting of the will be assisting hostesses. This is 1
Cornelia B. MacDonald of Rock ment.
FOR ARMISTICE DAY
Baptist Men’s League.
the
annual
meeting,
and
a
large
at|
4
bird
shot,
and
was
discharged
only
Blue
Chambray
Shirts
port from Harry C. MacDonald of
Nov 20—Union—Grade School fair ln
$1.00
The annual meeting of the Warren
tendance is desired.
i j
to
frighten
Gordon
from
the
premises.
gymnasium.
.
. ,,
Sizes
H'/i
to
17
New
London,
Conn.,
cruel
and
abu

Nov
25—Thanksgiving ball. under
All members of the American
County Attorney Burrcws for the sive treatment. Custody of Mary locals of the New England Milk Pro
auspices of Klwants Club, at Temple hall
39c
Legion,
Auxiliary,
Sons
of
the
An
election
bet
between
a
grand

Nov 26—Thanksgiving Day
Large Table Lamps
State; R. I. Thompson for tlie re and Alice, minor children, granted to ducers' Association will be held at
Dec. 1—Thomaston—Annual fair of dad, who is a staunch Republican,
the Life Saver Tea Room Saturday
American Legion and all World
spondent.
Fine
of
$259
was
imposed.
Complete with Shade
Federated Church.
Cornelia B. MacDonald until further
39 in. Unbleached Cotton
night, with a banquet served to
War veterans are asked to meet
and whose family are all "followers"
• • • •
order of Court. Tirrell for libellant. ! members and wives at 6.30, by Mr.
98c
at the American Legion Hall
The stores of Rockland will be and a granddaughter who bet on
State vs. Alexander McDonald, neg
9c
William Roach from Lena Roach,
and Mrs. B. L. Davis, R. L. Beers of
Wednesday Nov. 11 at 10.30 a.m.
Roosevelt, was recently settled in a
closed Armistice Day.
lect of dogs, case placed on file.
both of Rockland, desertion. Wilbur I the Boston office will bring the latMen's and Boys'
for the re-dedication of Winsmost friendly manner. The young
State vs. John A. Kulju, operating
Ladies'
for libellant.
Tlie Public Library will be closed lady who resides on Chestnut street
.
est
information
in
regard
to
the
milk
low-IIolbrook Square. Members
a motor vehicle while under the in
Larigan Hose
Annie A. Leighton of Rockport
Tuck Stitch Snuggies
all day tomorrow, Armistice Day.
! situation in the Boston Market
who can are asked to wear
is known as Norma Virginia, and
fluence of liquor, $100 and costs.
19c to 39c
from Frank G. Leighton of Camden,
Vests and Pants
Musical numbers will be furnished by
uniforms.
grand-dad paid the bet with a pieState vs. L. K. Blackington, Rock
desertion.
Wilbur
for
libellant.
The VF.W. dances in K. P. hall be plate full of pennies!
1 Bob Wood and his orchestra from
land. indecent liberties, ordered to
19c
Congoleum Mats
Harriett Vedie Mellquist of St.
—N*
gin Saturday night. Music by Vinals
Tenant’s Harbor.
Bangor hospital for observation.
15>4x»7
23x36
George
from
Gust
Mellquist
of
St.
Orchestra.
Included among the Rotary Club
At the monthly meeting of the
State vs. Albert Whitten of Rock
Albert Jordan of Thomaston,
.09
.19
George,
cruel
and
abusive
treatment
Ladies’ Rayon Bloomers
Mission Circle of the First Baptist notes in the Belfast Journal last land. operating a motor vehicle while | Custody of Florence Victoria, minor “ death ^cutred Saturday in
Oliver R. Hamlin will install the
18x33
27x54
Church took place the semi-annual week was this allusion: “H.
under
the
influence
of
liquor.
$100
and
Thomaston,
was
well
known
here
be

Also Panties and Vests . . .
officers of the Westbrook V.F.W. Post
child,
granted
to
Harriett
Vedie
.14
.35
opening of the gift boxes. An inter Blodgett of Rockland was a visiting costs.
cause of his smoked alewife business,
fine count
36x63
Mellquist
until
further
orde
r
of
tonight.
Rotarian
and
was
complimented
on
esting program was presented: Poem.
State vs. Merrill Ott of Washington,
and will be missed by those with
Butler for libellant.
65c
23c
“My Path-Leader" and a story, "Ma ' the record of his own club, as Rock alleged deposit of intoxicating liquor, Court.
Louis W. Gavitt of Rockland from whom he had made many contacts
“Bert" Gardner has resumed his
land
has
had
four
100-percent
meet
tilda Moseley," by Mrs. Rita Snow; a
60 days in jail.
duties as manager of the Western
Julia L. Gavitt of Peace Deale, R. I.; The Contract Club of three tables ^^^SENTER CRANE COMPANY
group of Negro Spirituals. Muriel ! ings in a row during October. Hie
Clinton Burrage of Camden, lar cruel and abusive treatment. Smal- was organized for the 1937 season
Union, after a short vacation.
Crie and Gladys Grant, with Edna Belfast club has a mark of 97 28 per ceny, four months in jail; sentence
Friday at the home of Mrs. Abbie
ley for libellant.
suspended and placed under proba
Baraca Class of the Methodist Gregory, accompanist; exercise. "The cent for the same period.
Rita M. Young of Camden from Newbert. The club will meet each
------tion for two years.
Church will hold a social Wednesday Lord's Offering.'’ members of the
Robert Brown Young of Camden. Friday afternoon,
It will interest many Courier-Ga
Kenneth Ogier and Irving Hansell
at 7.30 at the vestry. Mrs. Evelyn Circle; singing. "Where He Leads."
Ivy Chapter. O E.S. has been lnvitA social hour with light refreshments zette readers to know that Mrs. Nel of Camden, larceny, four months in cruel and abusive treatment. CusOrcutt is chairman.
tody of Ronald Richards Young ! ed to attend the installation Monday
closed the session.
lie Merrill of Portland who headed jail; sentence suspended and placed
I granted to Rita M. Young until fur- night of the o fficers-elect of St.
tlie list of Maine Democratic electors on probation for two years.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ramsdell. Miss
' ther order of Court. Z. M. Dwinal George Lodge F.A.M.
Winslow-Holbrook. Post. A. L., its
in the recent Presidential election
Leah Ramsdell. Mrs. Victor Ramsdell
State vs. Gladys Neilinggard and
Auxiliary and the Sons of the Ameri
At the stated meeting of Ivy Chapwas formerly Miss Nellie M. Balano Anders Christensen of Greenwich, for libellant.
and Mrs. Charles Small have returned
can Legion attended services at the
Alsy H. Glover of Rockland from , (er o jjg Friday night, it was de
i of Tenant’s Harbor. She received Conn., adultery; each fined $230 and
from a trip to Lubec.
Congregational
Church
Sunday more votes than any of the other
ll illiam F. Glover of Watertown. cjdcd to hold a beano party following
costs.
Mass., cruel and abusive treatment. the next stated meeting, Nov. 20. A
Edward Huntley has become a morning and listened to a stirring Democratic electors in Portland.
• • » .
Libellant permitted to resume her refreshment committee Includes Mrs
member of Anderson Camp. Sons of patriotic address by Rev. Corwin H Brunswick. Old Town and a number
The Divorce List
maiden name, Alsy Hemingway. Margaret Sawyer, Mrs. Emma Nor
Union Veterans. He is a grandson of Olds. At 11 o'clock Wednesday fore of other Maine cities and towns.
Violet
Y.
Putansu
of
Warren
from
Smalley
for libellant.
noon
the
same
organizations
will
re

wood. Mrs. Nettie Jameson. Mrs.
Capt. H. R. Huntley.
She is a former vice chairman of the
TWO FREE
William Putansu of Cushing, cruel j Harold E. Buzzell from Gwendolyn Belle Walker and Mrs. Alice Watts.
dedicate Winsiow-Holbrook square, j Cumberland
WINTER CRUISES
Wll 1 laW I
PAID TO HAVANA
County
Democratic
and
abusive
treatment.
Custody
of
i
Buzzell.
both
of
Rockport,
deserwith
ritual
exercises
conducted
by
The Owl’s Head Townsend Club
E. A. Starrett Camp Sons of Union
Committee and a former president
Contest Stores Give One Vote With Every
Lillian and Barbara, minor children, tion. Montgomery and Gillmore for
will have an Armistice Day dance Cbmmander Gerald Margeson and of the Woodrow Wilson Club.
Veterans Auxiliary meets Wednes
granted
to
Violet
Y.
Putansu
until
libellant.
Chaplain
Corwin
H.
Olds.
In
the
25c Purchase
and play “The Mystery Star Game"
day. A good attendance is desired as
further order of Ccurt. Strout for
Harold F Niles from Carrie E.
at Owl’s Head Town Hall tomorrow evening the Post will sponsor a pub
the members will attend the funeral
Trade At Contest Stores
Niles both of Rockland, cruel and
lic dancing party in the C.A.C. ar-, Bank Nights resume again on libellant.
night.
services for Mrs. Mary Gould in a
Dorothy Evelyn Wooster of Vinal abusive treatment. Custody of Har
rr.ory opposite the foot of Park Wednesdays at Park Theatre begin1 body. Dinner will be served, and
SENTF.R CRANE CO.
PERRY'S MAIN ST. MARKET
Local Post Office patrons will oe street.
j ning Armistice Day. As a special haven from David Albert Wooster of old F Jr.. Emery A.. Dorothy L.. and following the funeral service the
McLAIN SHOE STORE
PERRY’S PARK ST. MARKET
interested to know that hereafter the
-------' holiday attraction the total awards parts unknown, cruel and abusive George A., minor children, granted 1 members will return to the hall for a
CRIE S GIFT SHOP
GREGORY’S
treatment. Roberts for libellant.
The Rockland Farm Bureau held of $200 are
spUt up part t0
stamp window will close Saturdays at
to Carrie E. Niles until further order
short business meeting.
II. H. CRIE CO.
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
Mae Starrett Little of Warren from of the Court. Wilbur for libellant.
1.15. The corridor will be open Sun its monthly meeting Nov. 4. having offered up at the matlnee and part
The Woman's Mission Circle will
SEA VIEW GARAGE
CRIE HARDW ARE STORE
a large attendance of members and at night M
am0Unt to
days 10 to 2.
meet Wednesday afternoon at the
M. B. & C. O. PERRY, COAL AND WOOD YARD
friends. The dinner, consisting of a be gjVen away at the matinee will be
UNION
Montgomery rooms. Picnic supper
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM
WARREN
Charles E. Colomy leaves Thurs square meal, was served at noon. $50. if the winner is not present for
George Cameron, an engineer of
will be served.
Schools will be closed Wednesday,
day for Elizabeth City. N C. where followed by a demonstration in the $50 they will draw for part or I the passenger ship Pennsylvania of
Mrs. Chester Spear and son
he becomes steward of a houseboat Home Laundry, conducted by Miss the whole amount of the award until the Panama-Pacific Line arrived Armistice Day.
Chester were weekend guests of Mr.
which will be in Florida waters dur Jessie Lawrence. As this was Miss a winner is found to be present. Monday in New York, having comThe evening session Thursday at and Mrs. Alvin Wallace in South
ing the winter.
Law rence s last meeting with the The amount at the night perform-; pleted the trip to San Francisco and the High School will begin at 7 Waldoboro.
REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Rockland Bureau, before leaving for; ance $150. will be drawn in the usual, return via Panama Canal.
o’clock.
Miss Carleen Hutchins of Vassal
Huntley-Hill Post, VF.W. has ac Aroostook County; the members manner.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Evans who
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
The Congregational Ladies' Circle boro is employed as housekeeper in
cepted an invitation to participate ln presented her with a table lamp, in
J spent the summer here have left for will hold its annual fall sale Thurs- the home of Ernest L. Starrett.
Black
Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
the exercises attendant upon the re recognition of her efficient work. A |
Bradenton. Fla.
day afternoon, with supper at 6
Callers
Sunday
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
dedication of Winslow - Holbrook public supper was recentlj’ held, hav
John H Breen of Pearl street was j Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Cameron o'clock, followed by a social at which
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces
square Wednesday forenoon at 11 ing as chairman Mrs. Mattie Gard-'before Recorder Otis in Municipal bave c]osed their home and started games will be played. Doors will be Amy Fuller were Mr. and Mrs.
$77.30 complete
George Law of Rockland.
o’clock.
ner, with Mrs. Ruth Levenseller, Mrs Court Saturday on four charges. Ill-i for orange. Calif., where they will open at 2 o'clock. Supper committee
Divan. Two I.arge Chairs, End Table. Floor Lamp, Bridge Lamp.
Miss Ruby Starrett was a visitor
Foot Stool, Davenport Taole, 9x12 Eek Base Rug—Big Values
Alice Wiley and Mrs. Ethel Connon treatment of his three minor chil- spend t)le Wjnter. They were accom- will be ma^e up of Mrs Dana Smith
Friday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral services for Gardiner H. as the assisting committee. A card dren; compelling them to assist in panjed by their grandson Gordon Sr. Mrs. E. B. Clark. Mrs. George 1 Newell Eugley
Jameson were held from 98 Rankin party is planned for the near future. the manufacture, bottling and sale Qregory and Mrs. Cameron’s father Walker, Mrs. William Barrows, Mrs.
Roger Kalloch of Thomaston sp^nt
street Sunday, attended by Rev. Mrs. Abbie Allen and Mrs. Catherine of intoxicants; single sale of intoxi Russell Herrington.
TELEPHONE 1151
ROCKLAND
283 MAIN STREET
Janet Robinson, Mrs. Henry V. Star- Saturday as guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Tu&S-tf
cating
liquor,
and
search
and
seizure.
Charles A. Marstaller. Bearers were St. Clair being the committee in
Mr. and Mrs. James Cousens of rett, Mrs. Parker McKellar, and Mrs. Seldon Robinson.
three sons, Lloyd, Bernard and Rog?r charge. The December meeting will He was sentenced to two months— Augusta have rented the house Fred Starrett.
The Social Service Committee will
Jameson, and a son-in-law, Clifford occur the 4th of the month and plans ;each for general ill treatment of all owned by George Cameron.
Alfred Oxton. who shot himself in hold an all-day session Thursday at
Allen; interment was in Goshen ceme are being made to greet Miss Dun-i ^ree m*nor children; two months I Community Club, that thriving or- the left breast Sunday
__
night _at the
tery, Waldc'joro, with committal ham. the new agent for this district, i for assault and battery upon his son ganiZatiOn ever alert to the welfare home of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond the Montgomery rooms. Dinner will
' Charles; and four months, plus a of the town, has a treat in store to- Borneman, puncturing the upper lobe be served at noon.
service by Rev. Mr. Marstaller.
Mrs. Mary Richmond has closed
Tlie W.C.T.U. met Friday with 26 fine of $200 for single sale. Sentence !1 morrow. Wednesday, at the High
of the left lung, is reported to have her home for the winter and went
Tonight at 7.30 o'clock, Rev. C. H. members and visitors present. The I was suspended in the search and!
School hall. There at a 3.30 matinee I
Sunday with Otho Thompson and
Olds will present in the Congrega program. "Minding the King’s Busi- seizure case. The son Charles ran and at g ,5 in the evening may be
Rensworth Yeo to Medford, Mass,
tional Church an illustrated lecture. ness" came under the evangelistic , away from home after the alleged
seen home town movies and also a
where she will pass a few months
"Ten Thousand Transcontinental department with Mrs. Alice Brooks assault and is still missing. The
Note these four Great Bargains, fine localities,
feature film entitled, “The Healer"
with her daughter Mrs. Otho Thomp
Miles.” This will deal with the re as leader. The meeting opened with other minor children have been
situated on
while for added measure, a cartoon
son.
cent motor trip taken by Mr. Olds Scripture, read by Mrs. Eda Post; re placed in the care of an older sister. will supply laughs in plenty. Friends,
• • • •
and his family to the Pacific Coast, marks by Mrs. Brooks; and a finely
relatives, neighbors and even yourvisiting Canada, Mexico, and nearly rendered solo by Mrs. Thelma Stan
Mrs.
G.
Dudley Gould
selT may flicker on the screen dur
all the States West of the Mississippi. ley. Rev. John Hyssong of the Rock
I
Mary
E.
wife
of G. Dudley Gould. [
ing the local picture.
NOW I EAT
Interesting touches of life here and port Baptist Church was guest
j town clerk, died early Sunday night1
Small amount paid down and easy time payments.
BORN
there, vivid descriptions of scenic speaker, his theme coinciding with
after a short illness, aged 81.
CUMMINGS—At Rockland. Oct. 30. to
Babson says: "Buy real estate for investment"
wonders, glimpses of Yellowstone, , the program topic. Rev. Mr. Hyssong
Mr. and Mrs George Cummings, a son.
Funeral service will be held WedUpset Stomach Goes
Robert Martin Cummings.
Yosemite, and Grand Canyon, mov- I drew a striking comparison between
Rankin
St.,
Rockland
j nesday at 2 o’clock at the home. Rev.
Jiffy with Bell-ans
ing pictures and stereopticon views— ambassadors to an earthly kingdom j
120Ttf John Smith Lowe D.D., of the RockMARRIED
some photographed in natural color and those of Christ’s kingdom. He '
Telephone 430
| land Universalist Church, officiating.
, QUINN-PERRY—At Rockland. Nov 7. by I
—al 1 promise an entertaining eve- was accompanied by Mrs. Hyssong
! Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, Stanley
135-137
Burial will be made at the Achorn
BClt-AMt
I
J.
Quinn,
of
North
Haven,
and
Doro
, oi water
ning. The general public is invited, and young daughter. The general j FOR INDIGESTION
thy E. Perry, of Rockland.
cemetery at Rockland.
HurvRalwt
The proceeds will be used to start a i impression of those meeting Rev. Mr.
GROVER-HUPPER--At Scarboro. Nov. 2.
Mrs C-ould, during the five years
by Rev. E L. Dowdy. Alton Grover, of
fund for our Sunday evening services. Hyssong was that of a young man |
. she made her home in this place, j
Thomaston, and Mrs. Mertie Hupper,
of Stockton Springs.
------------------------------------------------- j possessed of strong and pleasing perj had made many firm friends, and j
COOPER-DAUCETT—At Camden. Nov. 8.
j sonality whose influence is certain I
she will be greatly missed. She was |
by
Rev.
W.
F.
Brown.
Lionel
C.
Cooper,
Ambulance Service
j to be felt in Knox County. At the I
and Miss Thelma E. Daucett, both of
born in Rockland, daughter of Pills- j
Camden.
business session, the new membership '
bury, and Emma (Ross) Johnson,
“TEN THOUSAND
I campaign plan was presented. It
and had lived in Marlboro, Mass., 1
DIED
TRANSCONTINENTAL | was voted to make the program of j
It is actually hard to believe that such quick and
GOULD—At Warren. Nov. 8. Mary E.
New York city and Philadelphia.
wife of G. Dudley Gould, aged 81 years,
MILES”
Jan. 29 a roll call rally for payment i
She was a member of the Rockland
4
months.
10
days.
Funeral
’
Wednesday
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
By Rev. Corwin H. Olds
interesting results can come from the Classified Ads
of yearly dues. The plan of every
at 2 o'clock from ^ate residence.
Universalist Church, Mystic Rebekah '
Morticians
JORDAN—At Thomaston. Nov. 7. Albc-’t
Congregational Church
member winning a member was
Lodge. Ivy Chapter. OE.S. and the
R. Jordan, aged 70 years. 11 month*,
in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are
TUESDAY, NOV. 10—7.30 P. M.
I adopted, the name to be presented at
28 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o'clock
E. A. Starrett Camp, Sons of Union'
Admission. Adults 25c. Children 10c
from residence. Interment in Counce
the
annual
meeting,
June
11.
Sub

TELS. 450 AND 781-1
Veterans Auxiliary.
'
Illustrated with motion pictures
cemetery.
frequently received to one advertisement.
TEL. 662
scription to the Union Signal and
—At Cushing. Nov. 7. John D.
and stereopticon views, many in
• CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
Besides
her
husband,
she leaves
361-3G5 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND AUSTIN
Austin
of
Winthrop.
Mass.,
aged
67
natural color photography.
Young Crusader, sent to the schools
98tf
119-tf
years. 29 days. Funeral at Brattleboro.
four cousins in Rockland.
134-135
and public library, were renewed.
Vt.

Missionary Society of M. E. Church BUSINESSMAN OR SALESMAN
will meet Thursday afternoon at!
We have opening ln Knox County
2.30. at the home of Mrs. Minnie I for a Business Man or Salesman.
No high pressure salesmanship re
Rogers. 31 Amesbury street.
quired. Want well known local
who Is capable of calling on
The V.F.W and Auxiliary will meet j man
Business Concerns, Schools. Public
Wednesday at 9 30 a. m. to attend | Institutions. Theatres. Hotels. Bet
ter Class of Farm Owners, etc...
the Memorial services to be con
Opportunity for earnings up to 150
ducted by the American Legion.

(Continued from Page One)

Are You Taking Advantage of
The Values Regularly Afforded in

The Bargain Attic

TALK OF THE TOWN

SOUTHERN WINTER CRUISE
PnNTFQT
ALL EXPENSES

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.

FOUR GOOD BARGAINS
IN REAL ESTATE

USED CARS

Bought and Sold

PORK

Beech Street, Limerock Street, Park Street
Sweetland Street

MILLER’S GARAGE

W. H. SPEAR, Rockland

Illustrated Lecture

HARD TO BELIEVE

BURPEE’S

■
Russell Funeral Home

• -i
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! attended inspection of Naomi Chap- ' Wednesday night with Mrs. Emma
ter OFS Friday at Tenants Harbor, j Torrey, Union street.
Clayton Smith and Earle Achorn 1 Mrs. pffie Veazie and daughter
George Vaughn, landscape archi
tect. ls at the home of Arthur K. will have charge of the evening ser ’ Mary returned Sunday from Boston
Walker, while supervising the im vice Sunday at the Methodist Church. 1 where they visited relatives and
provements being made at the Curtis'
Miss Gertrude Havener returned friends.
and Bok cottages on Beauchamp Sunday to Portsmouth, N. H„ after I Commander Howard A. Tribou.
Point.
a two days visit with her grand I U. S. N Medical Corps, returned Sun
day to Portsmouth, N. H.. after a
(Mrs. Theresa Bowers, who is em mother, Mrs. Gertrude Havener.
I weekend visit with his mother. Mrs.
ployed at Washington, spent Friday
Officers of Harbor Light Chapter
N. J. Tribou.
and Saturday with her mother, Mrs. O.ES. are requested to meet at
Mrs. Lucia D. Shibles is ill at her
Fannie Ott.
Masonic hall Sunday at 2:30 p.m.,
home on Beauchamp Point.
LeRoy Moon. David Grant and for rehearsal in preparation for the
Funeral services for Mrs. Lenora
Raymond Snow were at home from annual inspection Nov. 17.
A. Wade. 96. who died Friday at the
the OCC Camp ln Portland over the
Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham and home of her niece. Mrs. Fred Kimball
weekend.
Mrs. Joseph Wheeler motored to Beauchamp Point, were held Sunday
Worthy Matron Marion Cash. As Fairfield Sunday to call on Miss at the Russell Funeral Parlors. Rev
sociate Matron Marion Upham and Arlene Ingraham.
' z. Andrews officiating. Interment
The Johnson Society will meet ■ was
Mountain cemetery, Camden.
Associate Conductress Elsie Hawkins,
— Mrs. Wade, widow of Samuel Wade.
I was born at North Haven, daughter
1 of Lemuel and Hannah (Frye) Ames.
Before coming to Rockport four years
ago, she was a resident of Camden
RATES:
for several years.
Single
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Bertram Gardner returned ThursDouble
U
, day from Waterville where he had
AU ROOMS WITH BATH
been receiving medical treatment,
500 Rooms
Se«c>A< »«kly r«ui
and Monday resumed his duties as
I manager of the Western Union office
RADIO
in Rockland.
SERVIDOR
j Mr and Mrs. John H. Andrews
TUB’-.SHOWER
motored Sunday to Charleston and

ROCKPORT

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

were visitors at Higgins Classical j
Institute. On return they were1
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gil- •
bert in Winterport. Mrs. Gilbert and '
Mrs. Andrews were roommates dur- J
lng schooldays at Kent’s Hill.

•4 STEPyour TRAIN-tiyiur ROOM’

1

The annual inspection of Fred A
Norwood WHC., took place Friday
night with Adelle Crymble of Ban
gor as inspecting officer. There was
a large attendance and the officers
were highly complimented on the ef
ficient manner in which they exem
plified the work.
Mrs. Katherine Chapin of Camder.
was initiated into the order. Accom- J
panying Mrs. iCrymble were these
members of B. H Beale Corps of
Bangor: Mrs. Lucille Bowley. Mrs
Maud Milan. Mrs. Margaret Cherry, I
Past Dept. Pres. Pearl Banks, Past
Dept Instructor Catherine Oetchell
Mrs. Carolyn Jenkins. Mrs. Grace
Franks. Mrs. Vera Palmer, Mrs
Bessie Young. Mrs. Florence Blake,
first Department delegate, Cora !
Calhoun, and Clifford M. Franks.
In behalf of the Corps the presi
dent. Maud Peterson, presented a 1
gift to Mrs. Crymble. At tlie close of J
the ceremonies a buffet lunch was
served.

NORTH HAVEN

16

9«

10c

2

23c

15c

<a */i 17c

2 FOR 21<

2

19c

SPRtAD WITH JAMS,CHEESE CTC.

KELLOGG'S

2

SHREDDED WHEAT
THE NEW CEREAL
nrvpT
Mickey Mouse Dish
with each pkg.

PKGS

1 LB . 8 OZ.
(>KG

rUb I -U

23c
25c

morsArMcfloH' ana real chocolate •

MOTHER'S
REAL CHINA

KITCHEN QUEEN

PEAS

4£ CANS
NO 2

■

SWEET-TENDER

25c

SPLENDID—FLAT oi ROUND POD

STRING BEANS

) NO. 2
£ CANS

.

23c

DINNER PLATE
OATS
PKG 27<

NATION-WIDE

CODFISH CAKES

PREPARE

2 TINS 23c
CREAM
TARTAR
2^119c

CAMPBELL'S

TOMATO JUICE

.

14 OZ
TINS

25c

.

CAN

25c

SEWARD

RED SALMON .

PETER PAN
PINK

SANTA CRUZ

SLICED PINEAPPLE
1 LB
TIN

23«

NO «>/»
TIN

23c

3 LB
TIN

65c

SALMON

2

nt?ns

29c

nation-wide service grocers
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Should the law demand the life of a killer whose personality has been ,
transformed by surgery from that of a murderer to a respectable, brilliant
young doctor, a credit to society?
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That's what Ralph Bellamy, behind bars,

and Marian Marsh, the girl who loves him, want to know in Columbia’s "The

Man Who Lived Twice.”—adv.

THURSDAY

I

DELICATE

23<

4

14

27

VICKS

25c

19

25

In treating children
dren’s colds,
cc
don’t take
chances.. use

15<

3

10

UkT-

NATION-WIDE

RICH AND

15

12

Representative-elect Lloyd Crock
ett was in Brunswick Saturday to i
attend the Bowdoin-Maine game.
▼ VAPORU8
John Crockett was in Rockland
PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
the past week on business.
Miss Annie Gilchrist has been re
glrgjarzfZJzrazrejaizjzjzjzjzjgrajzjzrajgrarzjRrRrajHJzrerarararararefararararaizrarereflJBiziHJHraTUHjararera?,7Jl
cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Burgess.
Joel Wooster is in Rockland this
week on jury duty.
Francis Raymond of New York city
and Jackson Heights. L. I., is visiting
for a few days with his mother Mrs
Russell Crabtree
Mr. Raymond
holds a responsible position with the
American Telephone and Telegraph '
Co.
The Girls 4-H Club with its lead
er. Mrs Franz Mills, and assistant
leader. Mrs Carl Bunker, met Friday
night at the home of Hope Ames
Those present were Misses Ann
Dyer. Mary Dyer. Ida Wooster, Grace
IN FLAVOR
Beverage, Hazel Marden. Ruth Stone
Thelma Parsons Dorothy Thayer
Hope Ames. Mrs. Mills and Mrs
Bunker
NOVEMBER 9-14
In Library hall a reception and
shower ' were tendered Thursday
night to Mr. and Mrs. Parker Crock
ett by neighboring friends. The
KELLOGG'S
gathering was informal. A commun
ity sing was first enjoyed after j
CORN FLAKES
PKGS
which remarks were offered by Mr
Huse. Herman Crockett. Leon Stone j
and others; and a reading given by!
Mrs. Leon Stone. Mr. and Mrs.
CREAM of WHEAT pkg
Crockett were the recipients of many
nice gifts. Punch, sandwiches and
cake were served.
The Boys' and Girls' 4-H Clubs
WHITE HOUSE
ORANGE
held a joint meeting Saturday night
1 LB
COFFEE
PKG
PEKOE
in Library hall.
Grange members are busy arrang
FORMOSA
ing for their fair to be held Thursj day and Friday. There will be many
OOLONG
NATION-WIDE
i booths and free samples given away.
SMALL
A birthday party was given Wednes
EVAP. MILK
CANS
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Mills in celebration of the
16 OZ
, natal anniversary of their daughter,
CREAM CORN STARCH .
.
PKG
Corinne. Those present were Coris
8 OZ
Gillis. Elaine Gillis, Curtis Dickey
MINUTE TAPIOCA
.
.
.
PKGS
Peggy Sullivan, Ann Sullivan BarI bara Dyer, Wallace Dyer, Freda Mills,
,
LB
2 CANS
BREAKFAST COCOA
Priscilla Mills. James Bragdon,
HERSHEY’S
Lewis Brown
Addie McDonald,
LB
INDIVIDUALLY
BAKING CHOCOLATE WRAPPED PIECES PKGS
Catherine McDonald, Betty Bragi don. Lena Dickey. Edith Mills. Sarah
JELL-O—ASSORTED
Woodman. Mildred Dyer and MarICE CREAM MIX .
' guerite Gillis. Games were played
Sunshine
\ or
I and movies shown. A peanut hunt
was also enjoyed. True to birthday
DOLE'S
1 12 OZ
i party style, cake and ices were
PINEAPPLE JUICE .
, TINS
! served.
1<

■ririinrin

2

9

Relief Corps Officers Complimented

Mothers!

« NORTH STATION

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

HORIZONTAL
1-A sharp, shrill cry
5-Went on horseback
9-Rub out
11- A ship's crane
12- Exclaination of Joy
14- A weight measure
15- Equal
16- South latitude
(abbr.)
18-Guided
20-Slumberer
22- One hundred fiftyone
23- Peek
25- A fruit
26- Trudge
27- Mixture of hail and
rain
29- Residence (abbr.)
30- Spills
31- Save
33-Yield of a wine
growing district
35-Deflection
37-Gift
39-Carries (Colloq.)
42- Harkens
43- Rest
45-Resounds
47- An insect (pi.)
48- Bend over

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
50- Let fall .,
51- Freeze
52- Perfumed
54- Stamp (abbr.)
55- Prefix, Back
56- Hit with' open hand
57- Nome of Greece
59- Senior (abbr.)
60- Exhibitiops of farm
products
61- Joins
63- Symbol
64- Feminins suffix(Fr.)

W
VERTICAL
1- Pronoun
of work
3- Etruscan god (pi.)
4- Hymn
5- Poem by an Amer
ican poet
6- Above
7- Nolse
8- And (Lat)
10- Turkish official
11- Sediment
12- Mountalns. In
Europe
13- Leant

2- Unit

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16- Slant
17- Covers
19-Profound
21- A lofty place
22-To obstruct
24-A school book (pi.)
26-Established
28-Loek of hair
30-Bend over
32-Evening (Poet.)
34-lnsect egg
36- Part of the feet
37- Plural of penny
38- Grade
40- Corn-spikee
41-Grooves
42- Filament

44-lndian memorial
poet
46-Box
48- Frighten
49- Volcano on island
Martinique
52- Slide

of

53- Expires
56-Speak
58-Streets (abbr.)
60-A length measure
(abbr.)
62-A compass point

(abbr.I

(Solution to previous puzzle)

THE LOITERER
Clara S. Overlook
Like N.C.C.2. it has never been my 1
good fortune to visit Oxford County 1
and dig for mineral specimens, much ‘

Ross Alexander and Glenda Farrell go in for some “operatics'' while i 85 1 should like Ito do it. so like him

making “Here Comes Carter!”
from the picture.

No doubt they're singing some of the songs

T must be content to view from afar,

It's Harry Seymour, dialogue director, who is obliging with

T do. however, travel the roads and

byways some, and see many things
I of use and beauty and there are a
; contest or wrestle three quick falls ■ good many things worth seeing in the
old Pine Tree State.
with Man Mountain Dean.
Here are some of the places to j
After the picture was finished,
WEST HOPE
things were pretty quiet for a while. which I have been that are worth see- j
I congratulate a few amateur con- [ *n8 and n°t too far away In Apple- j
Head-of-the-Lake School
test winners, ate six quarts of ice- ton are ITie oW slate quarries and in ,
A Halloween program was recently
cream in half an hour and rode on North Appleton lime kilns with the
(By Joe E. Brown)
the back of an elephant at the win rock all dumped near the kiln ready presented by the teacher Miss Annie
to be fired. The quarry where the M. Rhodes and pupils:
Hollj'wood—With a few trivial ter quarters of a circus. I began to
believe that the days of publicity limerock came from is now filled with
The numbers were: Acrostic, “Hal
variations. I guess I’m pretty much
water, while nearby the Georges
hardships were over 'at last.
loween,
” nine pupils; recitation,
the average man—the type of guy
After one week production on my River rushes along beneath an un
“
Scaring
Aunt Mary," Lois Nichols;
cartoonists like to call John J. Public [ latest picture. I checked up and used bridge crossing what was once
song,
four
Igirls; recitation. “Jack
a
much
traveled
road
now
connecting
or Sam Taxpayer. I am kind to my found that I had been made an
two
State
roads.
An
abandoned
gold
honorary
member
of
four
Indian
Lanterns,"
Rodney Norwood; tap
o'
family, take an interest in civic af
• tribes, posed with sixteen grand mine Just a short way off Route 220 dance. Lois Nichols; recitations.
fairs. work hard for an honest living
opera stars and some assorted sena in Liberty once upon a time perhaps
“Boo.” Audrey Grassow; "A Good
and love nature in all its forms.
tors and congressmen, kissed the 39 60 or 70 years ago, was thought to
Some day. though, a certain brand winners of a baby show, painted a ! be a bonanza, but wasn't. Paint Mine Disguise.'' Constance Nichols; song.
of pest is going to push me too far, 300-foot smokestack and stuck my Hill in Washington where Indians go; Lois Nichols; recitations, “The Pump
and I shall turn from a peace-loving head into the mouth of four or five yellow paint and where many of the kin," Esther Norwood; "Halloween."
hungry-looking lions.
early settlers of the town got paint Jo Althea Watson; dialogue. “Hal
humanitarian into a raging un
With one exception. I have toler use for various purposes. Slate quar loween," Lois Nichols and Ruth
manageable maniac. The man who
ated the whims of the publicity boys ries in Mayfield Plantation are well
will bring this about is the motion through-out my entire career. That worth the trip to see. The feldspar Norwood; recitations, • “My Jack o'
Lantern." Vernard Merrifield; "Au
picture press agent.
particular time I had to put my foot mines in Bowdoinham are worth visit
tumn," Emma Mank; dialogue. “Old
I have had dealing with publicity down. I put it down pretty hard, too, ing if only to hunt for mica .and Halloween Friends," Althea Watson,
men for years. Some of them were and in the appropriate place of that crystal quartz, and last, but not least, Verna and Ruth Norwood; recitation,
young gentleman's anatomy.
take a trip to the unused granite
“The Family Ghost," Andrey Gras
callow youths still in their teens and
I was making a picture in which 11 quarries on Louden Hill in Hallowell.
others were polished gentlemen with was supposed to be a pretty brave It's worth while to visit there and sow; song. “In China Town,” Con
stance and Lois Nichols; play, “Get
spats and a leaning towards Shake guy.
visualize the immense business that
ting that Pumpkin," nine pupils;
TENANT’S HARBOR
“I’ve got it all fixed up," said the once was done there long ago when
speare. They all got in my hair.
song seven pupils; recitation, "Octo
young man. “I've found out that the motive power was horse. The
ber,” Althea Watson.
Primo Camera is out here in Cali- huge wagons are still there housed in
The meeting tonight of St. George
Sandy and popcorn were on sale
It seems that these fiends ln human !i fornia and eats lunch in a certain ! buildings whose roofs are falling in;
Lodge, I.O.O.F. will be followed by
after
the program. There were 24
refreshments and beano. A private form sit up all night thinking up Hollywood restaurant every day. To-i sheds are filled with machinery of
visitors.
ways in which to bring their client morrow we 11 take a cameraman down
installation will be held Nov. 19 with
types necessary to granite cuttingbefore a sensation-loving public. there, and when he comes out we’ll
DU.GM. Everett Torrey as Install
sheds (there stone was cut to shape
CROW MENU
They'll have you jump off the have you run up and slap him a good
ing officer.
(For The Courier-Gazette)
Brooklyn Bridge in pink tights and one in the face. Think of the story!" and polished and, even large stones
Mrs. Charles Johnson has moved
sided and polished just as left when The election ls all over, and the victors
a full makeup to get a story on the That story, my friends, will never be
now will grow
to the Maynard Gardner house va
work stopped. Boarding houses and And fatten
from the nation's crib, while
want ad page. They’ll make you printed.
cated by Henry Allen.
the losers feed on crow.
cottages,
windows
broken
and
doors
stand for hours at a time in a pour
little who ls ln, It always has
Naomi Chapter, O.EJ3, was host
creaking, all falling into decay, mute It matters
been so,
ing rain in order to get a picture in
That victors get the nation's plums, and
Friday to a record number of guests
A MODERN POET'S LAMENT
reminders
of
what
was
once
“
big
which you are seen shaking hands
losers get the crow.
from Thomaston, Rockland, South with the winner of an oyster-eating
business."
(For The Courier-Gazette)
The
victors
seem to care for naught save
Thomaston, Rockport. Warren, Cam contest, and then bawl you out be I've taken to writing poema.
The granite from those quarries is
pump and pride and "dough."
I think I am quite •smart”—
den and Boothbay Harbor. Among the cause you want to go home to a warm My poetry bee la buzzing
beautiful, full of what I call particles But changes come! there'll be a day
when they may feed on crow!
For me to do my part
distinguished visitors were Past Grand fireside instead or running downtown
of mica, and takes a wonderful polish. So you and I must work away at duties,
to and fro.
Matron Eunice Larrabee of Belfast; and walking a tight wire across To keep the rhythm going.
Such a pity that it could not be used! Though
oft obliged to feed on crumbs
There’s no such word as ••fail”—
Grand Adah. Grace Lodge of Booth- Broadway.
As lock gathering is one of my hob
with meat as tough as crow
But among so many poets
I
feel
my
spirits
quail.
may Harbor; Grand Ruth, Gertrude
bies I brought home several pieces However, we all like to live, comes hap
While I Was making the picture
piness or woe:
Boody of Rockland; and inspecting "Sons O Guns” for First National I know I’m widely noticed
for my rock garden and a small piece
Sometimes we win. sometimes we lose
My poems widely read.
officer, D.D.G.M. Leah Davis ol we had an enterprising young press For
for
a
paper
weight
which
now
under
and not get even crow
the last one I’ve written
But take life as It comes to us, as mo
Has been read by the twentieth Ed the light shines like silver.
Thomaston.
representative who had a mania for
ments come and go.
Miss Margaret Reid is on a short tall buildings. During the seven or Now that’s what I call famous,
I must not forget to mention the We ll hope for better days to come when
i!
‘
none may feed on crow
But
poverty
’
s
the
outlook
vacation before leaving for the West- eight weeks it took to make the pic At six cents for each reading
huge derricks with their rusty chains
W. R. Walter
North Waldoboro
It tfells on pocketbook
I ern Union Training School in Bloom ture, this fellow had me make stunt
fastened to enormous blocks of granite
field, N. J., where she will take up pictures on the roofs of some twenty- Now. to you fellow writers
that mast weigh at least hundreds of
Who have a rhythm bee.
managerial and Simplex courses.
tons. In one of the quarries the roofs
five buildings around Hollywood. He Whene'er you hear it buzzing
Everett Torrey spent a few days in didn't go for five and six-story
And waste your energy
of two buildings showed just above
Boston recently.
the water line so one can imagine the
places—anything less than eighteen; stop and think of pocketbook.
Rewrite, revise, revamp;
Norman Anderson and Wiljo Mackii, floors was out.
amount of water there. I took some'
Then open the stove and toss in the fire
in company with Dr. Biggers, attend
pictures and at last left the place
And save your postage stamp!
Anyway, I rode a bicycle round the
Clara S. Overlock
ed the Bowdoin-Maine game Sat edge of roofs while the press agent
resolved to again revisit it.
Washington.
urday.
N. C. C. 3.
went down to the dining room and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen are oc ate free meals with other nimbleWashington, Nov. 4.
WE BUY
cupying their new apartment in the witted members of the same pro
H. F. Kalloch building.
Cash income received by farmers
fession.
from products marketed in the month
When we finished up for the night
he would thank me and inform me CLARENCE E. DANIELS of September amounted to $754,000,000,
JEWELER
up 16 percent over the corresponding
the next day he had arranged for me
ROCKLAND month in 1935.
...
to kiss the winner of a bearded lady 370 MAIN ST.,
i — i.*.. Ill)
the very excellent piano playing.—adv.

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES

OLD GOLD

Used Furniture
urnitureW

K

The Accumulative
Effect of Good
Advertising
Cannot
Be Overestimated
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WALDOBORO

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro

Capt. George Connor of Fort Lin
coln, Neb., was recent guest of Capt
Frank Pollard
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
Mrs. Alfred Storer has been in
Hammontown, N. J„ called by thc
death of Mrs. William Black. Mrs
TUESDAY, NOV. 10
Black, who died suddenly, had only
“GIRLS’ DORMITORY” a few weeks ago returned to Nesv
HERBERT MARSHALL
Jersey from her summer home here.
SIMONE SIMON
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Hemingway
and
Miss Nancy Hemingway of Syra
WED. AND THURS. NOV. 11-12
cuse, N. Y.. have been at "Glenhursl"
“RAMONA”
a few days.
LORETTA YOUNG,
John H Miller returned Sunday
DON AMECHE
from Detroit, Mich., where he at
tended the convention of Ford deal
SATURDAY, NOV. 14
ers.
“Dangerous Waters”
Miss Ellie McLaughlin has been at
JACK HOLT
ROBERT ARMSTRONG home from Stamford, Conn.
Matinee, 2.30 P. M.
Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Coombs of Au
gusta passed the weekend in town
SPECIAL—$10 riven away each
Saturday night In three prizes
Chester Jones has returned from
This Saturday nlrht 3d prize is $8
Rockland and is at the home of Mu.
134-135
Jessie Achorn.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl, Mrs W. G. Labe,
Mrs.
S. H. Weston, Mrs. L. T Wester,
VINALHAVEN
and Mrs J. T Gay were among those
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Jones and who attended the observation of Do
Capt. Homer Darres, returned Friday nation Day at the Lincoln Home.
from Belfast.
Newcastle
Mrs. James Carver visited Friday
Jeanette Oenthner entertained 13
in Rockland.
young guests Saturday afternoon in
Mr. and Mrs A G Johnson re honor of her eighth birthday. Those
turned Saturday from a visit with | bidden were Frances Richards, Jacrclatives in Springfield. While there, queline Richards, Wava Howell, EdMr. Johnson enjoyed a hunting trip wlna Howell, Dorothy Spear, Marion
and brought home a 200-pound buck. Hilt, Arlene Kennedy, Dollene RecDonald Shields went yesterday to ' tor, Alta Tuttle. Ruby Wlnchenbach.
Gwendolyn Scott, Mildred Benner
Stonington.
Mrs. Sada Robbins has returned and Anna Genthner.
from a month's visit with her niece,
Mrs. Ruth Hathaway in Fairhaven,
Will Visit Capital
Mass.
Miss Helen Oldis is winner in a
Mrs. William Calderwood was ln
contest
conducted by the 4-H Clubs
Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. Charles Webster was hostess ,and
have a trlP
Washington
to the Bridge Eight. Wednesday at as award She is one of four in the
the Red Lion.
State who is thus rewarded for outLadics of the GAR met Friday 1 standing club activities,
night, supper being served by Mrs j pimng ^e office of assistant leadEvie Hennigar. Mrs. Hester Ames, j £f jn the Sunny slde Up 4.H club,
Mrs. Leola Smith and Miss Villa Cal- Jjle bas ta^en numerous first prizes
Camels are made irom
and aid to digestion —add pleasure the whole
TS NOT alone what you eat that’s impor
derwood.
j at COunty and local contests and has
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
day through. Camels set you right!
tant. How you digest it counts for a lot too.
Alden Miller went Friday to Bos-1 Won championships in room imCamels at mealtime help in two special ways.
ton.
provement. She was also chosen
TOBACCOS...Turkish
They ease tension and stimulate the flow of
Mrs. H W. Fifield of this town and attend State camp at Orono.
NEW HOLLYWOOD RADIO ATTRACTION! Camel Ggland Domestic...than any
digestive fluids —alkaline digestive fluids —
retie* bring you a FULL HOUR'S ENTERTAINMENT! Benny
Mr. and Mrs. Earl of Deer Isle, have
Goodman's "Swing” Band... George Stoll's Concert Orches
so necessary to normal, healthy digestion.
arrived at St. Petersburg, Fla_ They
other popular brand.
tra . .. Hollywood Guest Stars ... Rupert Hughes presides!
BURKETTVILLE
report a fine auto trip.
Join the Camel smokers! Camel's mildness
Tuesday—9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm GS.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T.,
6:30 pm P.S.T. • WABC-Columbia Network
and finer flavor —Camel’s energizing "lift”
Assembly was held at Vinalhaven Mrs. Mattie Light recently enter
High School Friday morning, with tained the Farm Bureau, at which
Minnie Gray, leader. The program meeting. Miss Jessie Lawrence, home
Included school songs with Louise demonstration agent, gave a talk on
ing the absence of the regular car- may receive an education. Her son
Burgess pianist; readings. Dorothy "Home Laundry."
FLORIDA
CUSHING
EAST APPLETON
tier, W. T. Delano, who is on a deer John and daughter Ida, were in tlie
Young. Pauline Smith; piano solos. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Light and Mr.
entering class this fall and have yet
While New York, the Dakotas, ^ynting trip in Topsfield
Mr and Mrs. Floyd Gushee were
Eleanor Calderwood, Lois Webster and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood spent
to miss a day on account of weather!
honored
Thursday
night
at
a
recepMontana
and
other
places
were
wadg
g
Hyier
has
employment
in
Miss Lou Young has returned to several days in Island Falls- the past
or traveling.
tion
given
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roland
*
n
8
in
snow
Friday,
residents
here
Rorkland
with
B.
S.
Geyer,
making
Rockland.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Simmons j
Gushee at their home.
were basking tn the sunshine of Innshe repairs on the Fred Black
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern in every »»y.
Mrs. Fanny Smith and son Percy Mrs. Frank Esancy has returned
and Mrs. Mary Morse have returned
1 dian summer.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
buildings.
Gerald Ames is unable to attend
came Saturday from Kittery.
from the Thayer Hospital much im
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
school owing to Illness.
' Another enjoyable Halloween party
The baying of hounds ls heard from a visit in Rockland.
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will proved. after undergoing an operation
Miss Lenata Marshall has closed
Mr and Mrs. Wallace Griffin and was held at the cottage home of Mr. daily as many local hunters are out
meet tonight. A play entitled "The for an eye ailment.
her Port Clyde home and Is in Port
Austin when the Help- for foxes, reporting that game is
June to
Booklet
Minister's New Car" will be present Lorenzo Linscott shot a deer Mon family and Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard j and Mrs Jland for the coming months.
October
and family visited Sunday with Mr .ful Club 24 strong, was entertained, plentiful this season.
on
ed under the direction of Hilma day in this section.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Young were
^j,. and ^jrs Louvllle Pottle wil!
Application
Hotel
Webster , Cora Peterson, Beulah The Jolly Hustlers' 4-H Club at and Mrs. Clarence Ludwick at Knox • A horoscopegame, beano and other
pastimes furnished amusement, while move £00n t0 Rockiand that Mr recently genial hosts at a Halloween
Maselynn
Ridge.
Drew, and Agnes Smalley.
party at their home, guests being Mr.
tended the annual meeting ln Rock
Stamford
"Buddy." the Meadowbrook Farm ■a dainty rePast also contributed to Pottle may be near his work at the
Corner Second Street
and Mrs. W. B. Holder, Mr and Mrs.
Mrs Ruth McNally went to Boston land.
Del. Co.
H.
11.
Mase
dog. is quite a hunter, having killed the 8eneral delightI. L, Snow shipyard.
N. «.
I.
A.
Fales,
Barbara
Fales,
Richard
yesterday.
and
First
Avenue
Manager
The children of Irvin Turner who and brought to the house several \ Mrs. F. I. Geyer entertained HelpThough living ten miles distant pajes. j^r and jjrs clarence Wales,
The American Legion and Aux have been ill the past month are
Moderate
Kales
partridges
ful Club recently.
from Thomaston High School. Mrs Thelma Wales, Jeanette Wales, Mr.
iliary will observe Armistice Day rapidly improving.
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
The
past
year
has
removed
from
.
Llewellyn
Collamore
of
Friendship
Mary Olson motors dally with her and Mrs. F. G. Olson Patty Olson of
with a confetti ball and tableaux at Mrs. Elmer Light of Union is with
this town several elderly residents, is driving the Friendship mail dur- two children to that town, that they this town; Mr. and Mrs. William Gil
Memorial hall. One-half ton of coal her daughter for the winter.
among whom were Charles Newbert ,
chrest, Barbara Gilchrest. Willlam
will be awarded.
Jason Tibbetts of Liberty was a and "Del" Ripley. This communityGilchrest. Jr , Mrs. J. L. Moody, Mrs.
Mrs. Arthur Guilford returned Fri business visitor Monday in this
boasts of a number of grand old ladies j
Orrin Creamer. Miss Virginia Cream
day from Rockland.
vicinity.
—Mrs. Julia D. Gurney, 95. who en
er and Miss Irene Moody of Thom
A party of Vinalhavenites expect Mrs. Mary Smallwood o f Union joys reading The Courier-Gazette
aston. The company vied wits ln J __
to leave Friday for Boston where visited recently at the home of Mrs. though having been confined to her
i’C'^'gtgigigigigisig^wigietgieitigic’g'g-gig’etg'C'fg'g'r'g'g’gc'g'eig'C’gwiMW
playing games, and their appetites
they will attend the Vinalhaven re Ruby Hannon.
bed for several years; and Mrs.
on refreshments, with unanimous
union and dinner dance Saturday at
pleasure thc result.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Scates and Frances Gushee. 92. who delights in j
the 20th Century Club For infor
family of New York are guests of knitting, listens to the current news
Call in and let us show you our beautiful
mation inquire of O V Drew, toast
of the radio and enjoys visits from j
Mr. and Mrs. A A. Rowell.
SEARSMONT
master.
friends.
line of
Mrs. Myrtle Cullinan and Miss
Union Church Circle will hold a
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Richards and
A flock of pheasants was seen
Helen Cullinan recently passed a few
supper at the vestry Thursday at
Wednesday flying very low; they are
days with Mr. and Mrs. George Cul friends of Portland were guests Sun
5.30.
day of Mr. and Mrs. George Peabody.
linan.
plentiful in this section.
Miss Ellen Georgeson returned
Mrs. Blanche Pease of Bath was a
Miss Barbara Wentworth picket!
A
social
will
be
held
Thursday
Saturday from Portland, where she
recent visitor at the home of Mrs.
violets and buttercups last wcqk—en
was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth night at the Grange hall.
Frances Gushee and daughter at the
unusual bouquet for this time of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grinnell
Hatch.
village.
called recently at the L A Linyear.
•
•
•
•
Ernest Williams visited Saturday
scott residence.
Alden W Hutchins of Montville
No finer cards are offered anywhere at
in Rockland.
High School Notes
Mr. and Mrs. George Cullinan
and Marguerite Sampson of this
Miss Louise Morton returned Sat were recent Dexter visitors
Honor rolls. A and B, have been
these prices
town were married Oct. 19 at thc
urday from Camden.
announced by Principal Davrock.
parsonage by Rev. Gardner Wills.
Those who achieve the distinction of
Rognar Peterson is in Boston.
Men's night at a church supper
Mrs. Frank Grinnell
making the A honor roll must secure
Mrs W. H. Ingerson returned Sat
will
be observed Nov. 17 at 6 o'clock.1
This community was saddened by a rank above 90 In every subject.
urday from Rockland.
The public ts invited
the
untimely
accident
resulting
in
the
Those
on
the
B
roll
must
have
two
Mrs. Keith Carver will entertain
The freshman class of Searsmont 1
the Knit-Wits, tonight at her home. death of Mrs. Frank Grinnell. Mrs. subjects above 90. On the A roll was
High School will present a play to-i
Grinnell,
in
some
unknown
manner,
Arnold
Pitman;
B
honors,
Julia
Mrs. Jack Nichols returned Friday
night at Drigo hall under the super- i
fell a flight of stairs, sustaining in Brown. Eleanor Griffin. Paul Bushee,
from Portland.
PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
vision of Mr. Bishop, assitant prin
juries to her head and back. She was Ida WiUiams. Esther Wadsworth,
cipal.
smart
Designs definitely new . . . exquisite stock
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal taken to Knox Hospital and later re Richard Sukeforth. Dorothy Gushee,
Mrs. Lola Ness and granddaughter.
folder style . . made to order.
haven office from the arrival of the moved to Springfield, Mass. Death Philip Keen, Donald Calderwood.
Priscilla Beals, spent thc weekend
The senior class had been selling |
boat Thursday Nov. 12 until its de came very suddenly.
with relatives, being joined at sup
Her remains were brought here and candy the past two weeks at school.
50 of one design,
$1.00
parture Saturday. Nov. 14.—adv.
per Sunday by Mr. and Mrs. J. Earle '
services held at the Methodist church
The student body has completed
50 assorted, 4 designs,
$1.25
Ness, Mrs. Millie Beals of Belfast
in Washington.
the project of selling magazines for
MATINICUS
and Mr and Mrs. Floyd R. Ness of
The family had moved here only the Crowell Publishing Co.
With envelopes to match, and including
Bangor, much to the happiness of
To eam money for the school fund,
Mr and Mrs. Elbridge Hutchins six months ago. Extensive repairs
the hosts. Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton.
attended Teachers' Convention at had been made at the home, and Mrs. pupils have been doing the janitor
your name on each card
Deer have been shot in town by
Grinnell had looked forward to being work at the school building.
Lewiston.
settled
in
this
community.
Richard
Ratton
and
Charles
Jones,
Virginia Thompson spent the con
She leaves her husband. Frank
one each.
vention holiday with her parents
Vinalhaven & Rockland
We do not send samples by mail
Grinnell, eight children and her
A Ladies' Aid party was given
Mr. and Mrs Norman Thompson.
Steamboat Co.
mother.
Wednesday
at
the
Methodist
vestry,
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Ripley are at
CHANGE OF TIME
with Ethel Higgins and Julia Leven
thelr Boston home for the winter.
Effective September 16, 1936
Now is the time to buy while the stock is
seller as hostesses to an attendance
There's never enough Rytex Christ
They were accompanied there by
Subject To Change Without Notice
of 12.
Dally Except Sunday
Jackson Ames who is entering High mas Cards to go around . . . because
complete
VINALHAVEN LINE
IIS year’s American Red Cross Red Cross, and in turn this money
Mrs. Carrie Packard and son Rob
school In that city.
last minute shoppers make it impos
STEAMER:
poster emphasizes the theme that is used to carry the Red Cross work
ert. have returned to Portland after
Rev. Mr. White, who spent the sible to produce and supply the de
Postage 10c additional on each box
Leaves Vinalhaven at 8.00 A. M., at
of mercy to distressed citizens. Mem
the Red Cross is “of, by and for the
a ten-day visit with Mrs. Packard's
at Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Return
bership is open to all, without regard
summer here as pastor, has been mand. If you wish to save disap riving
people.
”
ing, leaves Rockland at 2.45 P. M., ar
parents Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton.
Four million men and women are to race, color or creed, and the Red
visiting, local friends this week, and pointment. we suggest that you order riving at Vinalhaven at 4.00 P. M.
members of the Red Cross and Cross services are given to all, with
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
while here gave an illustrated lec your Rytex Christmas Cards this
through their membership dues they out restriction.
Now is the time to order Rytex
ture at the church.
week ... the price, as of old, is only STEAMER:
The annual Roll Call for members
support its activities. Only in time of
Leaves Swans Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Printed Stationery for Christmas giv
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Ames and 50 for $1.00 Including your name on Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30; due , major disaster when needs for relief is held Armistice Day to Thanksgiv
at Rockland about 8.45 A. M. Return
ing Day. November 11-26.
ing
$1.00 a box. postage 10 cents.
daughter of New York were recent the cards and 50 envelopes to match. ing. leaves Rockland at 2.15 P. M., North I reach great proportions does the Red
The poster for 1936 is by Walter W.
Cross ask the public for disaster re
See the latest samples at The Courierguests of his parents Mr. and Mrs. See the new 1936 samples at The Haven 3.30, Stonington 4.45; due at lief funds. Tlie membership funds Seaton, noted illustrator and painter
Swan's Island about 6 00 P. M.
••.S.S.ASl
1 Gazette.
represent the financial support of the of movie and radio stars.
Frank Ames.
Courier-Gazette. Postage 10c.—adv.
U2-U

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

I

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

12for$1.00to50for$1.00

T
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decorations being arranged by Miss
CAMDEN
Margaret G. Ruggles and Miss Rita
“
NOW I FEEL
C. Smith. The pulpit was draped (
Mrs. Frances Forchheimer of Cin- '
with blue brocade forming a back
icinnati. has bought from Dr. Harold
ground for a huge basket of silvered
Jameson, a lot of land on Chestnut
cones, and on either side were ever
hill and wiR have a residence built
Say these happy women
green trees festooned with strings of
there.
colored gourds and evergreen rope
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collemer will
Is periodic paid dragging you
Huge bouquets of barberry and ever down? Do monthly upsets leave , spend the holiday in Portland and
green were used in the windows. Thc
you with no am j Saco.
table decorations consisted of large
bition to work I Miss Lillian Ryan of Belfast was
trays of colored gourds and thc
or play? Next
a caller Sunday in town.
lighted candles were in holders
month try Lydia
William Simpson has returned
fashioned from them. On the com
E. Pinkham’s
from a short stay in Sargentville.
mittee were: Supper. Mrs. Foster
Tablets.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Blake motored
THOMASTON
Fales. Mrs. Charles Webster, and Mrs
Mrs. E. Laverty, Sunday to Oakland where they were
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Leavett of Qu>’
dining-room. Mrs. Hubert
224 Slate Street, i guests of Mrs Blake's mother.
Whitinsville. Mass were weekend ’ P
and
WU!iam Ri"hards;
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Collins are In
Middletown, Par
Mrs.
Laverty
says.'T had cramps Daytona Beach. Fla., for the winter.
guests of Mr 'and Mrs Alonzo tickets. Miss Jessie Crawford.
Fred Hinckeley. who spent a few and was always rundown at my
Miss Arabel Lord of Saco was
Thompson. Mr and Mrs. William
period but since taking Lydia E. recent guest of Mr and Mrs. Ralph
Stevens of Warren and Mr. and Mrs days with Mr and Mrs. Bowdoin L.
Pinkham's Tablets I am feeling
S. Jones of Whitinsville were caller Grafton, returned Friday to Boston. full of pep. I used to dread the time Collemer. Megunticook street.
Grace Chapter. O.EJS.. meets Wed- but now I need not worry. They
Mrs. Frank E. Morrow and Mrs
Sunday at the Thompson home.
The Parent-Teacher Association 1 nesda>'- suPPsr to
sened at 6:30
took the pain away. I would recom L. M. Chandler attended the Bow
doin-Maine football game Saturday
mend them to anybody.”
meets in the High School assembly
Ruth L Per*' Mrs Hazel M
in Brunswick.
hall Thursday, at 7.30. Thc High ‘ Youn«' Mr? U‘na
and Mlss
Was Greatly Relieved
Edna Hilt. In the evening degrees
Mrs. Robert Jamieson, Mrs. Bell?
School minstrel show which was pre
"Every month I thought I was Gilkey, Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur and
will be confirmed upon two candi
sented Friday will be repeated. Tlie
going to die with pain. Used to Mrs. Robert Blake motored Monday
dates.
campaign committee which has been
stay in bed at least one day. I tried
Miss Lena Shorey returned to
your Tablets and was greatly re to Augusta.
making a drive for new members is
Portland Sunday after spending the ’ lieved.” Mrs. Gertrude Heiser,
Ladies of the G A R are requested
asked to be present at this meeting,
weekend with her parents. Mr. and
to meet at the KF. hall Wednesday
1002
W.
Huntingdon
St.,
Philadel

as well as the new members.
Mrs. Charles E. Shorey. She was ac- ' phia, Pennsylvania.
afternoon to work on a puff. Plans
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Overlook, ac companied by her mother who will be .
are also being made for the doll's fair
Try Them Next Month
companied
by Mrs.
Overlock's her guest for two weeks
and beano party to be held Dec 9
brother, Lionel Wilson, motored
They relieve periodic pain and
William Ross and son. James of t
Harry Clark. Ernest Thompson.
Saturday to Brunswick where they Quincy. Mass., were recent guests of discomfort. Chocolate coated. Sold Howard Derry and Lawrence Rich
at all drug stores. Trial size 25 cents.
attended the Bowdoin-Maine football i Mr and Mrs Truman sawyer, re
ards have returned from a gunning
game.
turning home Sunday. They were
trip in Hancock.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Andrews have accompanied here by Mr. and Mrs
Leslie HaU was a lucky gunner
recently bought the house on Main Frank Turner, who had been visiting
bringing down a fine deer while on a
TABLETS
street owned by the late Spofford them for five weeks. Mr. and Mrs
recent hunting trip.
Crawford, and will occupy It as a Sawyer also entertained on SundayMrs. Isabel Simonton and daughter,
home.
Mr. and .Mrs, Norval Twist and Overlock. Russell Young played the Mrs. Constance Cummings of Oris
The annual inspection of Mayflow daughter. Mlss Eva. and Mr. and piano accompaniments.
kany. N Y. are spending a few days
er Temple. Pythian Sisters, was held Mrs Harry Hughes, all cf Fairfield.
The program included many peppy in town.
in the K. of P. hall Friday night, with
Mrs. George Potter, who has been numbers, such as: Chorus. “Alexand
Word has been received of the ar
Mrs. Marie Simpson, of Boothbay visiting her mother. Mrs. Clifford A. er's Rag Time Band;" vocal solo. rival at Coral Gables. Fla., of Mrs.
Harbor, district deputy grand chief. Clark, for a few days, went to "Knock. Knock." Bradford Jealous; i Lilia Rokes and her daughter. Mrs
as the inspecting officer. Supper Brunswick Saturday to attend the chorus. "Sing. Sing, Sing;'' end men 1 Maude Robinson, who are spending
was served by Mrs. Edith Richards, Bowdoin-Maine football gam? en- "Casy At The Bat;" guitars. "Sweet the winter at that popular resort.
Mrs. Ora Woodcock and Mrs. Dora ! route to her home in Needham. Mass. Sue," Lewis Tabbutt and Earle
Virgil Gardiner of Augusta is
Maxey. Among the Temples repre She was joined there by Mr Potter, Maxey; end men. "Old Cowhand;” spending a few days in town.
sented were nine members from who also attended the game.
William Hobbs, a student at the
vocal solo. "Empty Saddles," Cecil
Crescent Temple. Warren: five from
Williams-Brasier Post Auxiliary Day; "Old Man River." verse. Cecil Bentley School of Accounting in Bos
Knox Temple. Camden; three from will sponsor a public beano party Day and chorus; solo. "A Rendezvous ton is guest of his parents. Mr. and
Friendship Temple. Friendship; and Friday at the Legion rooms at 7:30. With A Dream." Cecil Day; guitar Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs, Chestnut
one from Mispah Temple. Boothbay A smail admission fee wiU be charged and vocal. “Home in Wyoming,” street.
Harbor.
and the proceeds used for Christmas Tabbutt and Maxey; quartet, "Susan
Miss Thelma Elizabeth Daucett.
Forest W. Stone motored to Lewis- work,
Jane." Cecil Day. Bradford Jealous. only daughter of Mr and Mrs. Le
ton Saturday and from there, acThirty-five members of Grace Lewis Tabbutt and Earle Maxey; forest Daucett and Lionel Clifton
companied by Miss Margaret Me- Chapter. OES attended Friday the chorus. “The Wheel of The Wagon Cooper, son of Mr and Mrs. Roscoe
Kusick. of Winsted. Conn . a student annual inspection of Naomi Chapter Is Broken;' solo. "You re Not The i B. Cooper, were united in marriage at
at Bates College, went to Foxboro. at Tenant's Harbor. Mrs. J. Russell Kind of A Girl," Bradford Jealous; the Baptist parsonage Sunday after
Mass , where they were weekend Davis of this town district deputy chorus. “Goodnight Ladies."
noon by Rev. W. F Brown, the double
guests of her grandparents. Mr. and grand matron, was the inspecting
• • • •
ring service being used. They were
Mrs. Ira Jenkins. He was also ac- officer.
attended by Mr. and Mrs. Harold
J. Emerson Watts
companied by his mother. Mrs.
The stated meeting of Henry Knox
Masonic funeral aervices for J. Fairbrother. Mr. and Mrs. Cooper wil!
Josephine W. Stone, and Mrs. Earl Chapter. R AM. will be held Friday
Emerson Watts, who died Wednesday reside at 31 Mountain street.
F. Woodcock, who visited the latter's in Masonic hail, at 7:30. Excellent
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
daughter. Miss Elizabeth Woodcock. Companion James Stevens, of Rock
Simmons in Saugus, Mass, were
CUSHING
at Bates College, meantime.
land. wUl take on the "Mark Degree"
conducted by Orient Lodge. A.F.&A.
Miss Elizabeth Strout. of New
A special meeting of the Board of M.. Friday at the Cushing funeral
Patty Olson has been confined to
Haven, was weekend guest of Mrs. Trade will be held in the KF. hall
home, with Rev. Hubert F Leach,
William J Tobey.
her home by a week's illness.
tonight with supper at 6:30. Through
pastor of the Federated Church, of
Postmaster Donald P. Georg? and the courtesy of Rodney E. Feyler.
To date the only successful hunter
ficiating.
m this town is Howard Rowell who
Charles E. Shorey went Sunday to Commissioner of the Sea
Shore
Mr. Watts was bom in St. George.
shot a deer.
Eustis where they are to spend two Fisheries Department. Richard Heed
Jan. 22. 1862. son of David R. and
weeks at King Bartlett Camp? while of Rockland will show the motion
Mary J. Watts, the youngest of nine
hunting. Richard O Elliot and Frank pictures on "The Scallop Industry on
John D. Austin
children. He had followed the sea
D. Hathorne motored there to take the Georges Banks."
The sudden death of John D Aus
the greater part of his life, making
them, returning that night.
Ladies' Circle of the Federated his first trip at the age of 15. He
tin. a prominent summer resident,
Mrs. Edward T Dornan was hos Church meets at the home of Mrs.
here following a brief
tess to Thursday Club. Bridge prizes Josephine W Stone on Cross street was employed by the Eastern Steam- I which
ship Co., for 20 vears and later served
,
were awarded Mrs. Earl Risteen. Mrs. today at 2:30. Members are asked
,
,
! illness, has cast a gloom over the enas steward on several yachts..
Enoch M. Clark and Mrs. Edwin F. to attend prepared to sew on Christ
Deceased was a past master of
community. Mr Austin was
Lynch.
mas work.
Orient Lodge, a member of Grace born in Brattleboro, Vt. Oct. 8. 1869,
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Flint en
Mrs. Estell" Newbert spent the
tertained a group of friends Thursday weekend with her son Harold New- Chapter. O.ES.. and a past chan- son of Martin and Elizabeth D.
cellor of Arcana Lodge. Knights of (Bronaham Austin and was a retired
at a harvest supper at the Congrega- bert in Brunswick.
Pythias, and in 1918 served as select railway postal clerk, having com
tional vestry, later going to their home
Miss Leila M. Clark and Lloyd
man. Mr. Watts was married to Miss pleted more than 30 years of active
on Knox street, for contract. Miss Beckett motored Sunday to Derry. N.
Aliola Simmons of Thomaston. April service ln that department.
Clara Spear was awarded thc prize H. Sunday, where they called on
17. 1895 and the couple made their
His home was in Winthrop. Mass.,
for top score. The guests included Frank B Hills, at the home of Mr.
home in this town with the excep where he owned several cottages and
Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of and Mrs. H. C. Bragdon.
tion of the last three years which where many of his relatives now re
West Rockport; Miss Charlotte BufMiss Edith Watts, who came here
they had spent with Mrs. Watts' side. Upon retiring from the postal
fum of Rockland; Fred Hinckley of to attend the funeral services for her
brothers, Harry and Roy Simmons ln service. Mr. Austin bought land here
Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker, incle. J. Emerson Watte, was guest
Saugus.
and built a cozy cottage which he
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. MrDonald. Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Mr Watts is sunned by his "‘fe-.had yearly improved in attractivie
Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton Rcbinson. returning Friday to Lynn.
four nieces. Miss Edith Watts, of ness
ness “
He wa£ preparlng t0 close llls
Principal and Mrs. Lewis C. Sturte ' Mass.
Lynn. Miss Cora Murdough. of Wal home for departure to his winter
vant. M.ss Ardelle Maxey and Myles
• • • •
tham. Mrs. Louie Bums, of Worces residence at the time of his demise.
S. Weston, all of this town.
Grover-Hupper
ter, and Mrs. Agusta Kellogg, of
Paul Morgan and brother. Russell
The remains, accompanied by Mr.
The marriage of Alton Grover of Cambridge, Mass. The bearers were Austin's brothers. Dr. James Austin
Morgan, returned Sunday to the
'his town and Mrs. Mertie Hupper Bernard Robinson. N. F. Andrews.
University of Maine, after spending
and Martin Austin were taken Mon
of
Stockton Springs was solemnized Capt. Arthur J. Elliot and Oliver
the weekend with their father. Her
day to Brattleboro where services
Nov. 2. at the Methodist parsonage Hahn. Interment was made in Thombert Morgan.
were held this morning at St.
in Scarboro. with (Rev. E. L. Dowdy j aston cemetery.
■Mrs John Creighton, who has been
Michael's Church and burial made in
: performing the ceremony.
spending several months with Miss
St. Michael's cemetery.
The couple returned to thelr home
Margaret G Ruggles, has returned to
Besides his brothers, he is sur
SPRUCE HEAD
I on Hyler street Thursday after a
her own home on Main street. Her
vived by his wife, Mrs. Leila L.
wedding trip to Quebec. A group of
Mrs. Virginia Drinkwater visited Austin.
daughter. Miss Katherine Creighton,
who has been employed at the Rain neighbors and other friends sere : last Tuesday afternoon at the home
bow Tea House, in Pound Ridge. N. naded them that night and after I of Mrs. L. C. Elwell.
consolation going to Mrs. Callie
wards Mr. and Mrs. Grover were in
Y.. meantime. returned hoi
Mrs. Cassie McLeod has closed her Morrill. Mrs. Alice Van Dohlen of
formally entertained.
day.
Thos? in the party were Mr. and cottage and will spend the winter Cambridge was special guest. Lunch
The annual Armistice Day supper
Mrs.
Raymond Spear of South War I with her daughters in Quincy, Mass. eon was served and a pleasant eve
will be served to all ex-service men
Mrs. McLeod will visit her nieces, ning enjoyed.
and their families, Wednesday at ren. Mr. and Mrs. Horace Vose, Mr. Mrs. Frances Newhall in Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Von Dohlen
and
Mrs.
William
Tessin.
Jr..
Mr.
and
6:30 m the Legion rooms bv th?
and
Mrs.
Fred
Dalton
in
Waldoboro,
have
returned to Cambridge. MassWllliams-Erazicr Post. Those attend Mrs. Harold F. Dana. Mr. and Mrs. enroute to Massachusetts.
after a short visit with their aunt
Loring Orff. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ing are asked to take silverware.
Mrs Callie Morrill spent last Tues Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey.
iMr. and Ml? Harry Simmons and Smith and children. Charles and
day afternoon at her home here.
Viiginia.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hiram
Lbby.
son.’ Harry, who have been guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Godfrey, Mrs.
APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Davis, and Mrs. Rodney E. Brasier. Mrs. Earl F
Mrs. J. Emerson Watt . who visited Woodcock. Mrs. Alonzo J. Spalding Bertha Hanley, Miss Ethel Holbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Adams and
and Mrs. Lionel Carr motored Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Rcbinson. re and Miss Alice Tuttle.
• • • *
day to Sandy Point where they visit Mrs Charles Robinson of Liberty
turned Saturday to Saugus. Mass.
ed Lionel Carr and Lavon Godfrey were recent callers at W. M. New
Sparkling Numbers in Minstrels
Harold E. Watte, of Belmont, Mass.
bert's.
Who spent the weekend with his
The minstrel show given Friday during the afternoon. The boat
Mrs. Alice Buck of Ellsworth Falls
which
the
boys
are
on
sailed
Mon
cousins. Mr. and Mr Arthur Parry night by students of Thomaston High
is spending this week with her
in Warren, called Frida ', o;: his sister- School for the benefit of the Athletic day for Norfolk, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Carr were mother who is ill.
in-law. Mrs. Josephin? W. Stone.
Association, was unusually well atMr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody passed
guests Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs. Clar
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Simmons, who ; tended and greatly enjoyed.
Friday and Saturday in Augusta, as
motored here to attend the fur. 1' Tills entertainment was supervised ence Carr in Rockland.
Mrs. Herbert Elwell and son Her guests of relatives.
services for J. Emerson Watts, re- by Miss Eleanor F. Seeber. Chester
Frank Martin of West Virginia is
turned Friday to Saugus, Ma s
Delano acted as interlocutor and thc bert went Sunday to Millinocket to
visiting
Dr. Irving Tuttle.
spend
the
winter
with
Mrs.
Elwell's
Members of Grace Chapter O E.S. j °nd men were Bradford Jealous. Cecil
C. Johnson Pitman, who has been
have been invited to at: :.cl th meet- 1 Dav Earle Maxey, Lewis Tabbutt, parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Boynton
ing of Wiwurna Chapter in Waldo- Arthur Upham and Bernard Young, Mr. Elwell will join his family the attending Bryant & Stratton Busi
ness College the past ten weeks is
boro, tonight with supper at 6:30.
Making up the chorus were Douglas latter part of November.
Mrs. Frances Newhall entertained home for an indefinite time.
About 109 attended the annual Merrill. Howard Anderson. Albert
Charles Adams of Liberty was the
harvest supper served Thursday by Harjula. Oswald Stetson, Raymond I at two tables of bridge Wednesday
the Federated Ladies' Circle in the Rcbinson. Richard Moore, Arthur ! night at her home in Rockland, Mrs. speaker at thc Baptist Church Sun
Congregational vestry. Tin room j Bucklin. 'Leslie Simpson. Frederick Margaret Carr taking highest honors, day morning'. Mjerton Wadsworth
was never more attractive, artistic' Elwell, Beverly Geyer and Norman Mrs. Frances Newhall second and led the evening meeting.

FULL of PEP!”

2 BLENDS * 2 PRICES
RED LABEL
America's finest quality

BROWN LABEL
High quality, low price

"SALADA"
TEA

207

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column nov to
txceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cento each for one time
10 cento for three times. Six words
make a line.

R**«****<»*****»K

: LOST AND FOUND •
YOUNG hound lost. Sunday p. m.
Brown, black and white, from 71 North
Main St. Reward for Information.
133*135 1
ONE truck chain lost Monday morn
ing on Broadway W M LITTLE 330
Broadway. Tel. 532.
135-137

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Irene Rich and Robert Taylor in “Magnificent Obsession"—adv.

What is "the magnificent obses
sion?" It refers to a magical pattern
of living which local theatregoers will
have an opportunity to learn when
they see "Magnificent Obsession,"
with Irene Dunne and Robert Taylor
in the starring roles.
Primarily, the story deals with the
romance of Miss Dunne, portraying a
beautiful young bride, and Taylor,
delineating a wastrel scion of a weal-

thy family. The climax of the story
comes six years later, in a series of
events filled with heart-rending tenderness. culminating in a sweeLy
poignant love drama such as rarely
reaches the screen.
The large cast supporting Miss
Dunne and Taylor in "Magnificent
Obsession" includes Charles Butterworth. Betty Furness. Sara Haden,
Ralph Morgan—adv.

Right Out Of The Air
By R F SERVICE

So-o-o-o-o Ed Wynn is back on that the Speedshow wasn't on the
the airwaves with his own program air, because a political broadcast had
on Saturday nights, and he's the old run overtime.
Ed again. With
••• Shirley Lloyd, the new vocalist
t ________
him is Don____
Voorlippx whnsp ’or-1 with Ozzie Nelson's orchestra on the
, chestra accom- RiPley program
nanied the mad Sunday nights «
V
any when he never ships before
*“' First bowed into dark. And whats
radio several J more, she never jl
years ago. All sings outside of j
summer W y n n | working hours.!'
has been boating |
learns a song j
in Long Island simply by listen- L
ing
to the band ’
Sound and listen
ing to people who play. Shirley’s S
wanted him to charm and lovely
star in a stage staging voice;
show. But Ed have taken New
Ed Wynn
loves radio and so York night club j
he's back on radio goers by storm i
since Ozzie signed
over the NBC blue network.
her.
Shirley Lloyd
•••After much persuasion on the
••• Fred Astaire is a man without
part of little Mary MacArthur, her
mother, Helen Hayes, will let her a stand-in. Johnny Green, maestro
watch one of her "Bambi" broad on his show, has an assistant while
casts this fall. It will be the first Johnny listens in the control room,
time the child has watched her and Charlie Butterworth listens to
an actor read his lines.
mother before the mike.

—1

•••The movies have had a long
••• Not many weeks ago, Minnette
Curry was a housewiie. Then she line of strong, silent men leaditfg up
tried out ...........
for the to the current king, Gary. Cooper, to
job of reading a delight the ladies of America. Radio
commercial o n 1 heretofore could
Edgar Guest's never Set the idea
"Welcome Valley’ j
a "hig. strong
program. The silent man" pernext week she | sonality across
had a part and ■ the airwaves. But
two weeks later ; today experts feel
was playing the the nomination
leading feminine should go t o
role opposite the Smith Ballew.
famous versifier. The master of
Today, she is re ceremonies of the |
garded as one of Saturday night
the top - ranking Chateau is not
dramatic stars in deft and sure like jf ’
Minnette Curry the Chicago stu a Vallee. He
dios. It was be stumbles all
Smith Ballew
cause she sounded sincere that Guest around the mic
rophone. But lis
gave her her chance.
teners get the idea. Here's a fellow
••• Budd Hulick is a name that Ls from the Great Plains, from out
very little known, but just plain where men are men—where they
Budd is one of the best known names grow ’em six feet five inches tall like
in the country. Eallew.
, Reason is that the
•••When you hear Mary Living
"" U blond young man
who started out stone talking back
as Buffalo soda to Jack Benny on
jerker is a partner those Sunday
in the famous night broadcasts ■
Sunday night over the NBC red ?|
comic team. network, you may i
Stoopnagle and not know that she !
Budd. The Col is following her i
onel's right name own written in- ;
| is Chase Taylor structions from;
but the boys are her script. "Dead :
always referred pan here," she
to as a famous writes on it, or
firm —Stoopnagle "watch giggle —
keep it flat." Most
Budd llulirk
and Budd.
frequent in her______
•••A production man rushed out markings is "Wait
while Floyd Gibbons was broadcast for Jack's laugh." Mary Livingstone
ing the Speedshow. He waved down
••• The Russian actor, Akim
the commentator. Gibbons has a
vision of a broadcast he did from Tamiroff, was pretty surprised when
Madrid recently when the station he arrived to rehearse for a recent
manager, backed by a squad of men Radio Theatre show. It was his first
with machine guns, stopped Gibbons radio appearance and he learned his
from talking because his stuff was lines by heart. Considerably to his
too "hot." But this time the pro surprise the others started to read
duction man just wanted to tell him theirs.

Arco Hot Water Heater (coal or
oil). Waltham Gun Type Oil Burn
er, 30 gal. Seamless Range Boiler.
Lion Gas Heater, automatic time
control, Laundry Gas Stove. AU
excellent condition Bargains if
you can use them.

Charles T. Smalley
417 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
134’It

I
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FOR SALE

R■
I

HAVE Just made some new sour kraut. ■
$1.15 gal. New kraut pickle $1 gal.
Doctors claim good Ior your health. E.
A DEAN, Rockland. Tel. 671-J 129-137
HOUSEKEEPER wanted. 2 in family.
AUCTION — Reconditioned Boston
W F SIDENSPARKER. Warren. Me.
storage household furniture, all kinds,
135*137 1 p. m . Nov. 14. Riverside hall. Apple135-137
MIDDLE aged woman wanted to do ton. T. J WILLIAMS
housework. Apply C. A. TOWLE. AppleHOUSE banking brush for sale; also
ton. Tel. 11-12.___________________135*137 any size trees for lawn C. E GROTTON,
135-tf
GIRL wanted for kitchen work, to go 138 Camden St. Tel 1214-M
home nights. Tel. 669-M. 75 Broad street
TOY female puppy for sale, a beauty
135-tf for $5. at 42 Fulton St.. City Tel 960-R.
TWO men wanted at once to cut kiln ___________________________ 135*137
wood C E OROTTON. 138 Camden St..
WHEELCHAIR for sale, slightly used.
Tel. 1214-M.
135-tf cash $15. P. S. YOUNG, R.F.D. Box 86
135*137
WOMAN with school girl wants house Vinalhaven
keeping position with middle aged, or
THIRTY-THRfeE ft" power boat for
elderly itentleman Write A K Care sale, good condition Price reasonable.
Courier-Gazette.
135*137 RUSSELL T. WEBB. Stonington, Maine.
135*137
BOYS wanted, ages 12 to 15. to do Tel. 8-2.
pleasant, educational work alternoons
CHICKENS, ducks and geese alive or
and Saturdays. Good pay Apply by letter dressed FREDERICK MONROE. South
to J T care Courier-Gazette.
135’lt Thomaston., Tel. Rockland 647-14.
MAN wanted to supply customers with
J35-137
famous Watkins Products ln Rockland
SMALL wheelchair for sale, cheap.
and nearby rural localities No Invest Call 793-W after 4 p. m.
135-tf
ment.
Business established, earnings
FANCY grade A McIntosh apples for
average $25 weekly, pay starts Immedi
sale
by
peck
or
box.
NICHOLS
FARM.
ately. Write J. R WATKINS COMPANY,
Atlantic Highway. Warren.
134-136
231-89 Johnson Ave.. Newark, N. J
135’lt
EIGHT Jersey cows and heifers for
POSITION wanted, as allround cook sale: truck body. 7x9ft., good as new;
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and Clarion parlor stove, iu good condition;
Willow Sts.. Rockland.
87-tl heavy soft wood, mill slabs, sawed 4 ft.
stove length MEADOWBROOK FARM,
PLATFORM scales In good condition or
Union, Tel. 9-4
134’136
wanted Tel. Lincolnville 11-21. ERNEST
HIGH Pedigreed Cosalta Police Dog.
JOHNSON. R F D 1. Box 89. Camden.
134*136 17 months old. weight 92 lbs., black,
for sale Fine watch dog. very vicious to
YOUNG lady to assist manager In strangers; price $90. B H. WETHERBEE.
circulation of national weekly wanted Pleasant Point.
134*136
High commissions and transportation
GEESE for Thanksgiving, order early.
paid. Chance to travel South Call MISS
W1ERBY at 484-M. 2 to 4 p. m . and 6 Tel. 1-41. Warren. W. A. CREAMER
to 7 p m._______________________ 135*137
134*136
BRUSH for sale. Trucking of all kinds.
LOCAL opening November 18 for one
134-136
reliable man as dealer for the Fuller Tel. 384-M
Brush Company. Lower prices with a
DRESSING for sale. ELI STAPLES.
bigger volume at business make this Tel. 107-R.
134*136
necessary. Preferably with car and mar------------------------------ried. Average earnings $32.75 weekly, i COTTAGE lots for sale, of the John
Sales experience not necessary as we 1 Rol£lns Estate at Hosmer's Pond. J, A.
131*136
train you For Information write FUL BROWN. Camden. Tel. 598.
LER BRUSH COMPANY. 7W Chapman
HOUSE trailer for sale, fully equipped,
Bldg.. Portland. Maine
135*137 nothing else to buy. Cost $600. wlll sell
for $400 cash. Write "TRAILER" care
CourJer-Ga/ette.
133-138
Legal Notice
EXCELLENT, fitted, hard stove wood
for sale, seasoned; $6 75 per cord; deNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
I ltvered, $9. ROBERT NUTT. West RockWHEREAS. Roy H. Gould of Union, ln | Port,
133*141
the County of Knox and State of Maine
SMALL pigs for sale. $250 up F. A.
by hls mortgage deed dated September RI1^\yALL’ 397 old County Rd., Tel
28th. 1932. and recorded ln Knox County ! ——— ----------------------------------------- _L
RwHstrv of Deeds Book 234 Page 18 o YA?NS for
and hand knitting.
Registry ot Deeds, book zj4, rage io, samples and knitting directions free. H.
—• —- - —
Harmony. Maine. 127-138
conveyed- -to Clifford
E. Wellman of said a BARTLETT.
__________________________
Union, a certain lot or parcel of land,
POCOHONTAS soft coal. $8.50; hard
with the buildings thereon, situated ln coal. ^15; coke. $11. J. B. PAULSEN.
123-tf
i said Union, bounded and described as Tel. 84-2. Thomaston.
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
follows, to wit:
MANUFACTURING CO _________ 132-tf
BEGINNING at stake and stones at the
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
corner of Nathaniel Lothrop's land at
the County road; thence South 21 West, let for the season. Phone us, Rockland
seven (71 rods and two (2) links to 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
1
stake and stones near the brook on said
Lothrop’s land; thence North 82 East,
GUERNSEY cow for sale. JAMES SUL
three rods (3) and two (2) links to a LIVAN. Glen Cove. Me.
134*136
stake; thence North 35 East, six <61
EXCELLENT bargain In used redan.
rods and twenty-three (23) links to
corner at county road; thence by said Low mileage, less than 31.000 ARTHUR L.
134-136
road three (3) rods and fifteen and one- ROKES Tel 880 City
half (15*4) links to place of beginning
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood.
Also another certain lot or parcel of under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARiand. situate ln said Union, bounded ROLL. Tel 261-21. Rockland
132-tf
and described as follows, to wit:
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage,
BEGINNING on the town road leading
past Lermond's Mills at the Easterly 5 min walk from Main St . some Im
corner of land of Nathaniel Lothrop: provements. $1600. House 7 rooms, good
thence South 20 West by land of Lucv cellar, lights, good well, 2-car garage. 8
A Dornan. nine rods <9) and eight (81 acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
links to stake and stones on the Norther from city. $1000. House 7 rooms, good
ly bank of the lermond Mill stream; cellar, garage, barn, city water, lights
thence South 74 West, a sufficient dis can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road
tance to make lot one rod wide; thence near village, $800 House 5 rooms witli
North 20 East running one rod west of cellar, lights, center ol city, $800;
the first mentioned line to the road another house 6 rooms with garage,
aforesaid: thence Easterly by said road lights, water. $600 Wlll sell any of these
to the place of beginning, containing for small payment down, balance as
rent V. F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
I ten (10) square rods, more or less,
129-tf
j Both of the above described lots were Many more not listed.
conveyed by Lucy A Dornan to Roy H
| Gould by her warranty deed dated Oct.
1st. 1915. and recorded ln Book 172,
Page 222, Knox Registry of Deeds.
AND WHEREAS the condition of said ♦
mortgage has been broken.
NOW THEREFORE, by reason of the I
breach of the condition thereof. I claim
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
a Jforeclosure_of said mortgage
Dated at Rockland, Maine, November [
let< n8hts* flush- MRS. w. S.
KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
2nd, 1936.
132-tf
CLIFFORD E WELLMAN
132-T-134
FURNISHED apartment, two rooms
and bath, with heat and lights to let,
$5 week. Foss House. 77 Park St Tel.
330 Unfurnished rent, six rooms and
ROCKPORT
bath, water free. $15 month, one-half
double house, range connected for hot
I water V, F fSTTJDLEY
135-tf
Funeral services for Lenora A. Wade
WESTERN side, unfurnished apartto let. 14 Summer street. Ollburner.
were held Sunday. Rev. Z. Andrews ment
bath, garage MISS ANNIE FRYE 134-tf
offi?iating. Interment was in Moun
FIVE-room
apartment
on
West
Meadow road to let Rent reasonable. L.
tain street cemetery. Camden.
I A THURSTON. 468 Old County Road
1 Tel 1159.____
134-136
THREE-room apartment to jet alT
1 modern conveniences. 31 Ocean street.
MINNIE MILES.
133-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. 2 rooms,
bath, garage. Vacant Nov. 7. Tel. B96.
___________________________ 133*135
TEN-room house on Warren street to
let. ail modern Improvements; rent
I reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS. Tel. 77.
__________________________________ 132-tf
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
1 floor. Bath, lights, oil heat, garage If
I desired. Fine condition. Suitable for
I couple. C. A. EMERY. Tel. 436-M. 130-tf
TWO 4-room tenements to let at 38
Mechanic St., suitable for one family If
, desired. Lights, flush. MRS. W. S. KEN' MSTON, 176 Main St . Tel. 874-W. 132-tf
NEWLY decorated apt. to let, four
rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
__________________________________ 132-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
modern, at 48 Grace St. Tel 133.
132-tf
APARTMENT to let at corner of
Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St 132-tf
FOUR-room apaitment to let. all
modern Apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
LAND WATER CO . Tel. 634.
132-tf

WANTED

TO LET

Atlantic
RANGES

• MISCELLANEOUS *I'

s49.50
AND UP
Your Old Range Taken in
Exchange
Atlantic Ranges are available in

Black and All Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. SoO
31S-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

FOR SALE

47-tl

ATTENTION. G A. A.»JONES writes
constructive spiritual reading. 16 ques
tions answered. 25c and stamp. Bluehlll
Falls. Maine.
133*135
MEN: I will select men to rrain for
electric refrigeration and air condition
ing positions. Experience unnecessary.
Write REFRIGERATION ENGINEERING
INST. INC. Care The Courier-Oazette.
133*135

LADIES-Rellable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
132-tf

READ THE ADS
THE TIMES /

Every-Other-Day

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

^Society
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THE COPPER KETTLE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

EAST WALDOBORO

Mrs. Nellie Reever, Miss Myrtle
Rep. Dwinal Cites Some Reever.
Miss Una Clark and Miss )
Problems Which Will Con Greta Waldron motored Thursday to i
Portland.
front Legislature

Mrs. Gilmore Noyes of Jefferson, S.
Tlie Woman's Educational Club, at J. Burrows, Misses Abbie and Almeda
I Oov. and Mrs. H. A. Flynn of
Celebrating its Twenty-Fifth Birthday
its meeting IFriday afternoon and J Sidelinger. and Mrs L. A. Winchen
1 Sailors' Snug Harbor. Staten Island
evening
at the home of Mrs. Winni bach of South Waldoboro were re
IN. V. and J. Emery Trafton of
cent callers at L. L. Mank's.
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
14
fred
Horton
and Mrs. Malvina Craw
i Southbridge, Mass., were weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Goodrich of
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John O. Snowford, gave careful consideration to Massachusetts were recent guests of
some of the urgent social and politi- I
Wiley
In honor of this event an Anniversary Menu has
cal problems of the moment.
Mrs. Fred CollamoJt has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Leeman of Round
been prepared at a very low figure
Following the customary memory Pond spent the past week with Mr.
from a visit with friends in Port
gem review, gambling in its various and Mrs. A. C. Mank and together
land.
There will also be music by a trio, piano, violin and
forms, with resulting evils, was fully
motored Sunday to Richmond. Mon
discussed, as were current topics.
A new club has been recently
day to Gardiner and Rockland the fol
cello, from I 1.30 until 2
Levi Flint then addressed the Club
formed, to be known as the “Four
lowing day.
on the timely subject of highway
B's," with meetings held each Satur
Miss Marian Flanders visited her
The menu follows:
safety.
day night. The members are Betty
father, Ralph Flanders, in Portland
At 6 the club members partook of
O'Brien. Betty Holmes, Billy Tate
recently.
* * * *
box lunches and coffee.
Mr and Mrs. William E. Robinson j and Bobby Jones, the meeting last
Irving Sawyer of the yacht Para
The evening session began with the
of Isle au Haut are guests of rcla-' week being at the Holmes residence. |
gon was a caller Friday in this place.
patriotic exercises, and the discus
tives at Olencove and in this city Furchase street. Games were played
LaForest I. Mank attended an as
Auuifijersaru
inner
sion
of political questions was re
and
refreshments
served.
while Mr Robinson ts serving on the
sessor's meeting Thursday in Augusta.
sumed; Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham
jury.
Lester Mank was a Brunswick
I streaking in behalf of the New Deal
William H. Newbert motored to
visitor Saturday, going thence to
and Mrs. Etta Sanborn for the (Re
Mrs. Olive Maddox was a weekend this city Wednesday accompanied by
Boothbay.
FRUIT COCKTAIL
publican platform.
guest of her daughters Mary and | hts daughter Miss Barbara Newbert,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson of
Two
musical
readings,
“
Over
the
,
Leona Wellman at the home of Mr who has been spending the past
Way. A Street Scene." and “Thy Will > Hollis Center spent the weekend at
Cora L. Haraden, 377 Broadway.
i three months with her father at his
be Done,” by Mrs. Maud Tibbetts, and their home.
------! home in New York.
Alton Mower was a caller Satur- I
ROASTED CHICKEN
Kipling's “L'Envol" by Miss Dorothie
Robert Allen and Hervey Allen Jr.,'
------Harvey were entertaining features of day at L. I. Mank's.
entertained five brother “Kappa
Miss Glenna Rankin of Westbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Murphy and
Bread Dressing
the program. Mrs. Bernard Kaler
Brown Gravy
Sigs” and young ladies for the week- Junior College, spent thc weekend at
Child of Boston were guests Friday at I
played the piano accompaniment for
end at the Copper Kettle, arriving her home in this city, attending enthe home of A. C. Mank.
! the musical readings.
Grape Jelly
Friday night, the objective point be- \ route the Bowdoin-Maine game at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harvey and
• • • •
ing the Bowdoin-Maine game at J Brunswick.
sons of Rockland visited Sunday with 1
Reports on the membership drive
Brunswick Saturday. The party reMiss Ellie Mank.
WHITE POTATO
MASHED SQUASH
were given, and Mrs. Rebecca In
Chapin Class meets tonight with
turned to Orono Sunday after
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McIntire and |
graham, who has achieved extraordinluncheon, enroute at Camp Walden. Mrs. Gladys Orff at her home on
Dyson Jameson made a visit Sunday j
I ary results in this direction, gave
Ocean street.
Camden.
at Mrs. M D. McIntire's in Cherry- i
CREAMED ONIONS
suggestions on how to secure new
field.
members
and
renewals.
She
also
ex

Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and [
Mrs. Jesse Elliot of Newburg. N. Y.,
Mrs. Nellie Dow entertained Cor
plained how she happened to become
ner Club Friday, the bridge honors who has been the guest of her sister
ICE CREAM
BIRTHDAY CAKE
daughter Elsa were Rockland visitors ,
a member of the club. To become a
being won by Mrs. Hattie Davies and Mrs. Linwood Buzzell. in Portland, lias
Saturday.
key woman it is necessary to turn in
arrived in this city for a week's visit
Mrs. Mida Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey were
at
least
10
membership
fees.
At
COFFEE
TEA
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mel
guests Sunday of L. A. Winchenbach
j present the key women are Mrs.
Mrs. Ann Dickinson was home vin Pendexter.
Mary Perry Rich, Mrs. Ida Simmons, in Bouth Waldoboro.
from Bangor for the weekend.
Otto Bowden and family were call
Mrs. Priscilla Richardson, Mrs. ReMrs. Rhama Philbrick and daugh
ers
Sunday at Donald Young's.
i becca Ingraham. Miss Bertha OrbejFiftu (Crnts
Charles A. Robinson and Miss Al ter Madeline and Mrs. Russell Bart
Mrs. H. N. Woodman of Fort Fair; ton and Mrs. Annie Hahn. No memberta Robinson of Portland and Mr. lett and daughter Marjorie, motored
| ber may hold any office unless she field visited her sister, Mrs. Ivan
and Mrs. W. N. Kimball of Woon- to Portland Saturday to spend the
Music I 1:30 - 2;00
qualifies as a key woman. A key Scott, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry lives motored
s’bcket, R. I., were guests for the day, Miss Bartlett stopping in Bruns
[ woman was defined as one who puts
weekend of Mr and Mrs. H. A. Buf wick to attend the Bowdoin-Maine
' Into the club more than she takes to Portland last Tuesday.
i football game.
Reddington Miller and Norman
fum.
out.
A new drive was organized under Miller have each shot a deer.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Boody and Mrs .
Mrs. C. Bowers and children called
Mrs. W. A. Greenlaw is visiting
the leadership of Mrs. Zaide Winsher son Alfred in New Britain. Conn. Lillian McRae spent Sunday in Wa- I
I
low. Mrs. Ida Simmons, and Mrs. Etta Thursday on Mrs. Sarah Sidensparker.
Miss Lillian Nash Gets Certificate
terville as guests of Mr. and Mrs
Ivan Scott and Russell McLeod
i Covell.
For Her “Cheese Souffle"
Mrs. George W. Smith of Summer j Frank Meservey,
Charles F. Dwinal. Legislator-elect, were in Brunswck to attend a recent
street entertained the Delphian So
of Camden, was the speaker of the football game.
Miss Lillian Nash 2 Maple street,
The Alphabet Tea given at the '
ciety Thursday, when study subject
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey motored
evening, having for his subject
An enthusiastic meeting of the Rockland, Maine, has just been
was Greek Mythology Mrs. H. B. I home of Mrs. K. C. Rankin Friday
“Legislative Problems Confronting Saturday to Portland.
afternoon was a very successful af- Rubinstein Club was held Friday awarded a certificate of Recipe En Maine at the 88th Legislature." The
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hall of
Fales was leader.
fair. The object of these gatherings ; afternoon at the Universalist vestry, dorsement by Better Homes & Gar problem of taxation Is to be one of Newcastle were callers Sunday at Al
Postcards received by local friends is to organize that branch of work : with a good attendance of apprecibert Mank's.
dens for her recipe. "Cheese Souffle.” the outstanding questions to be
Mrs. Eva Masters and daughter
announce the arrival of Mr. and Mrs. in their church, sewing and “hobby atlve members and guests. Miss
dealt with by the coming legislature,
This certificate, which brings naJohn W. Watts in Sarasota, Fla., work" occupying an afternoon spent Caroline Littlefield was program
he pointed out. The state spends, on Dorothy of Round Pond visited Mrs.
where at last accounts they were re socially. Four o'clock tea was served chairman and gave a most interesting tional recognition to Miss Nash ls an average, of about $3,000,000. a year Ethel Hanna recently.
freshing themselves with orange The next group will meet the first paper on “The History of the Club,” given by Better Homes & Gardens which amount to a per capita tax of
Mrs. L. I. Mank, daughter Mar
juice in a temperature of 90 in thj Thursday in December ad will in- bringing out many excellent and un only to distinguished recipes which about 30 to 25 dollars, he estimated. garet and Miss Dorothy Muir went
known facts, from the time of its
shade.
pass its Tasting-Test Kitchen's high Highway take the largest percent of to South Waldoboro Friday by motor.
organisation to the present day.
Mrs. Sarah Sidensparker. Mrs.
begin with G to L, inclusive.
the appropriation, about 44%; chari
President Mrs. Lydia Storer gave a standards for dependability, excel ties and hospitals 15%; education Mabel Bowden and children called
Miss Leola Wellman ot Portland,
accompanied by Mrs. G. A. Wellman, ^Mrs. Frank Farrand. who has been brief outline of last minute plans for lence of taste, and family usefulness. 13%; police 4%; health 2%; devel- Wednesday on Mrs. Edwin Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Curtis, children spending a month's vacation at her I the joint concert with Les Camarades
Gardner Mank lost a horse which
In addition to the signed certifi-' opment conservation 2%; debt 15%;
Douglas and Dorothy all of this city, home at The Meadows, has returned j Musicaux, held at Bath. Monday eve cate. Miss Nash also received six so economies must come out of these he had recently bought, when the
i nlng and tickets were distributed for
called Sunday upon Mrs Fred Clark, to Camden.
copies of her endorsed recipe, each items, as the legislators probably animal was kicked by another.
the public concert to be held at the
The Social Club met Thursday with
wouldn't wish their own pay cut.
Capt. and Mrs. Edward A. Rawley,
Cliff Gardner has joined the Thorn Congregational Church November 20. bearing the Better Homes & Gardens There is a deficit of $1,000,000 to pay Mrs. Hattie Rines. Twenty-three
and Mr. and Mrs Nathan Cole of
An attractive program featured the Stamp of Recipe Endorsement, which off. Old age pensions are going to members and guests enjoyed the pic
Hampden Highlands
The genial dike Hotel staff as bell-hop.
following numbers:
she is giving to friends.
cost around $3,000,000 a year. The nic dinner. A program by Mrs. Delora
captain was found to be showing en
Mana-Zucca
Miss Leah Ramsdell, a member of Piano—Valse Brllllante,
Government contributes $3,000,000 Mank consisted of conundrums, Mrs.
couraging gain in health since his
In
awarding
these
certificates,
it
is
Mrs Marlon Clarke
(sub Ior Kathleen O'Hara)
yearly. The State pays each pension- Mildred Gammon; household hints.
illness of a few months ago. and was the Lubec Travel Club, enjoyed a
the
magazine's
aim
to
provide
proper
Vocal—Sheep and Lambs. Sidney Homer
,
..
..
er up to $15 a month which sum is Mrs. Lizzie Waltz; reading. Mrs. Edna
inquiring for his many Rockland chicken dinner with her club mem
Miss Feme Browne
recognition for the creative work
1
*
bers Wednesday night at Whiting.
(acc. Mrs. Faith Berry)
matched by the Government. Inves McIntire; piano solo, Mrs. Hazel Bow
friends.
Song,
Bemberg dene by women in their own kitchens,
Miss Ramsdell was guest speaker at Vocal—TheMrsHindu
tigators are sent to look into each ers; house contest, prizes awarded
Nettie B Frost
and also to raise the standard of ac
(sub. Ior Esther Berman)
case, to see the minimum amount Mrs. Rines and Mrs. Waltz. Refresh
Mrs. Lawton Bray will be hostess the Lubec Woman's Club, having for
(acc. Mrs Berry)
curacy and dependability of recipes
necessary for the recipient. Relatives ments were served. The next meet
Godard
to Browne Club at her home on Me her subject her recent trip abroad. Plano—Venetlenne Barcarolle.
i as a whole. No other magazine or
Miss Dorothy Lawry
Thursday merning she talked to the
who are ln a position to do so are ing will be Thursday with Mrs.
chanic street Friday evening.
Vocal
institution gives this personal recog
Grammar School children and in the
(a) Sweet Song ol Long Ago.
asked to contribute. As the deficit Charles Bowers.
Ernest Charles nition and service to its subscribers.
increases additional taxes must be
Mrs. Fred Anderson. Mrs. Charles afternoon spoke at the High School
Miss Muir and pupils enjoyed a
(b) Were I Gardener.
Chaminade
Miss Nash's endorsed recipe fol
Mrs Lorita Bicknell
raised. The next legislature w’ill have Halloween party at the Manktown
Hackett, Miss Dorothy Hackett, Miss assembly on the same topic.
(acc. Mrs. Berry)
lows:
to consider ways of increasing the schoolhouse last Tuesday night.
Gertrude Hackett of Brunswick were
Vocal
Cheese Souffle
Mrs. Lester W. Spencer has left
I a) Reeds. Charles Wakefield Cadman
State income. He cited possible ways Games were played and refreshments
weekend guests of Mrs. Norman Kal
(b) Spendthrift,
Ernest Charles
Four thick slices bread. 1 cup of doing this through Inheritance tax
| Knox Hospital and is convalescing at (c) Shoes.
Kathleen Manning
loch.
served.
Mrs Damie Gardner
grated American cheese, 2 slightly increases, women's poll taxes, auto
Rest Haven, 105 Limerock street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott, daughter
(acc. Miss Edna Gregory)
Chaminade j beaten eggs, 1-2 teaspoon mustard, 1 mobile
Plano—Autumn.
Surprised at their arrival and sur
taxes, increasing property Joyce, Mrs. H. N. Woodman and Mrs.
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins
Tomorrow's game between Colby
teaspoon salt, 1 pint milk.
prised again at the variety oi cos
taxes, raising the State tax from Russell McLeod made a visit Friday In
Vocal—Joan of Arc, Farewell Ye Hills
and
Bates,
in
Lewiston,
completes
the
Cut crusts from bread and cut into .007% to ,0C8%, sales taxes, and exMrs.
Marianne
Bullard
tumes of her 30 guests, Mrs. Anna
Rockland.
(acc Mrs Berry)
Fish became a sudden but delighted best State football series in recent Vocal—Aria “Mlcaela".
Carmen small squares. Mix W’ith cheese in a plained their advantages and disMrs Nettle Nicholson
buttered casserole. Mix eggs, mus- advantages.
The sales tax. he
hostess recently at the home of her years.
(acc. Mrs Nettie Averill)
tard. salt and milk. Pour custard thought, would only tend to increase
mother. Mrs. Mary Finegold on Wil
Mr. and Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of
low street. A wedding gift was pre
Capt. Albert F. Pillsbury of Berke mixture over bread and cheese; let j mati order business and work a hardCanton, Mass., were weekend guests
sented to Mr. and Mrs. Fish by the
ley, Calif., and Mrs. Fred B. Whit stand until bread absorbs moisture. | ship on the poorer class of people.
at The Thorndike Hotel.
employes of the M. & G. Sportwear
comb of Meredith, N. H. who have Bake in a moderate oven (350 de besides entailing an expensive or
grees) 1 hour. Serve immediately. ganization to check up on the pay
Co., where Mrs. Fish has been em
The Methebesec Club will meet Fri been visiting with their sisters Mrs.
ployed for several years. An appetiz day at 230 at the home of Mrs. Gladys Paul J. Staalefen and Miss Mabel A Serves four to six.
ments. and the income tax. if in
ing luncheon served by Mrs. Fish was S. Heistad, Amesbury Hill. Rockport. Fillsbury. returned home yesterday.
creased, might drive out wtalthy
WEDNESDAY
QUINN-FERRY
not the least cf a merry occasion, Mrs. Heistad will have as assisting
summer residents.
while its amazing climax was the ar hostess, Mrs. Adelaide E. Low. Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Walter V. Wentworth
Miss Dcrothy E. Perry, daughter of
rival of “the old witch" ithe date be Blanche Ellsworth will present a pa of Old Town were guests Sunday of
A discussion followed in which Mr.
Horace Perry cf this city, and Stanley Dwinal explained the advantages of
ing Halloween) who served as escort per on "Pirates of the Spanish Main" Mrs. Mabel A. Pillsbury.
MATINEE
J.. Quinn
to the guests on their return heme.
. „ of North Haven, were mar- .the tariff in maintaining a high
and Mrs. Heistad a paper on “The
Hiram H. Crie is on a week's va ned Saturday night at the Baptist, standard Qf living, and answercd
Vikings." There will be miscellane
parsonage by Rev. J Charles MacDons'r.tr—Positively Part or Wholi
ous events, and a song by H. O. cation from First National Bank. a d, the single ring service being used questions concerning the taxes.
Will Be Given Away At Matinee
Mrs. Evelyn McKusic gave a reMrs.
Muriel
Crie
is
also
on
a
week's
Heistad. Members coming by car are
vacation. Mrs.FrancesGallant
sub- T1 '' "CIP a,tPnt‘°d by Miss Barbara sume of an address she had the priv
asked to turn into the driveway on
EVENING AWARD
stituting inthe office of Dr.Burton
err5, ~tier of t‘ie bride, and Ray- , dege
hearing in Bangor In which
the right going around the house and
Flanders for her.
mond Gardner. The couple are both j
speaker brought out the fact
parking near the side entrance. Those
graduates of Rockland High School, j that, a nation of home owners were
coming by bus will take that leaving
A DAY
the bride in the class of 1925, the interested in the well-being of their
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
T.
Flint,
the waiting room at 1.40.
ON TIIE SCREEN
Mrs. Warren Noyes and H. H. Flint groom in 1933. Mr. Quinn attended country and consequently made betBUYS ANY
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper are motored Sunday to Portland, where also the Bartlett Tree Surgery School, ter citizens, as may be seen by comRALPH BELLAMY
they spent the day with Mrs. H H. They will reside in North Haven, ann j paring the United States with a large
in Boston.
MARIAN MARSH
Flint, who is visiting at the home of go there with the best wishes of many ; percentage of home owners and
REMINGTON
friends
some of the European countries
Miss Lucy Rhodes has closed her Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Marston.
ISABEL JEWELL
where the middle class consists main
house on Cedar street and has apart
in
PORTABLE
ly of tenants. The speaker also con
ments at The Lauriette.
sidered that the Constitution and the
“THE MAN WHO
TO HELP END A
Bible should take their rightful place
|TO HELP PREVENT
Mrs. Inez Thomas Parlee, eldest
LIVED TWICE”
COLD QUICKER
in the affairs of the nation, Including
child of George S. and Lucy Thomas,
MANY COLDS
Come in
the
schools.
died Wednesday afternoon at her
TODAY
and see
The next meeting is to be held
home in North Weymouth. Funeral
Vicks
MAIDEN
LANE'
“
15
Nov.
20,
at
the
same
place.
services were held there Sunday. The
them!
Va*tronol
—
Ly
Marguerite
Gould
deceased is survived by her husband.
Just rub on Pj
A few Jrapt up
J three children, Nettie, George and
throat, chest
1 each nostn/
and back
Inez, two sisters and two brothers,
Few who write to the newspa
| Mrs. Sadie Drowns of North Wey
per realize that thirty lines wlll
secure a hundred readers, while
mouth. and Mrs. B. B. Bisbee, John
Follow VICKS PLAN for better CONTROL OF COLDS
half a column secures one.
' Thomasi and Woodbury Thomas of
[Full details in each Vicks package]
I this city.

2 BANK NITES 2
$50.00

$150.00

GREGORY’S

Let us settle your plumbing and heating problems.
Modern heating is effortless, efficient and inexpen
sive. Beat old winter this year. We are equipped
to install every type of beating equipment. Our
plumbing department is at your service.

For Free Estimate ask for
“RED” NEWHALL
Heating Engineer and Master Plumber
Telephone 730

MIOON SALES & SERVICE
Opposite Post Office

21 LIMEROCK ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL 730
135-140

ARMISTICE BALL
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11
Music By

EDDIE WHALEN’S

YANKEE AMBASSADORS
Auspices Camden Outing Club
Admission 40 Cents
134-135
What a value! ... 50 of the fa
mous Rytex Christmas Cards printed
Hope Grange will hold its first day with your name, and 50 envelopes to
session Saturday at the Grange hal! match f . for only $1.00, postage 10
Dinner will be served at noon by cents. Don't fail to see the new
Ellen Ludwig, Estelle Bartlett and samples before it is too late, at The
Alden Allen.
Courier-Gazette.
R. E. Ludwig attended the annual
meeting of Knox Pomona Grange
Saturday at North Warren.
WED.-THURS.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E Hardy, accom
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Hardy of Lincolnville, and Mr and
Mrs. Frank Payson enjoyed a recent
hunting trip in Northern Maine.
Raymond Richards and Mr. Tedford of Massachusetts were recent
guests , of Mr. Richards' sister Mrs.
Loring Athearn.
M' iand Mrs. Elmer True ana
daughter Pauline attended the Bow
doin-Maine football game Saturday
in Brunswick.
• Miss Harleth Hobbs spent the
weekend with her aunt Mrs. James
Robbins of Searsmont.
Mrs. Loring Athearn claims the
honor of shooting the first deer in
this vicinity.

HOPE

An old Scots woman was wand
ering round the local museum with
her grandson. When they came to
the usual statue of Venus de Milo,
with half an arm missing on one
side and the whole arm cut away on
the other. “There ye are, my lad,”
said the old grandmother, wagging
her flguer to the youngster. “That's
what comes o' biting your finger
nails."—Montreal Star

THURSDAY
WHEN HE PICKS
UP THE MIKE,
YOU’LL KNOW..
why all the world
went haywire when
he spilled his stuff!

IRENE DUNNE
ROBERT TAYLOR

OBSESSION
A JOHN M. STAHL
Proauction from the be»t-eellinfi
novel by Lloyd C. Doiifilnt, with
Charles BUTTERWORTH
BETTY FURNESS

Henry Annetta, Sara
I laden, Ralph Morgan
L A Uni\ ertal Picture l>rc»entc<l
I’y Qurl Laemmlc

PRICES .

Armistice Day Matinee
Orchestra, 35c; Balcony 25c

Children 10c

NOW PLAYING
“BIG BROADCAST OF 1937“
with
JACK BENNY, BURNS A ALLEN

Phone 892
MAT. 2. EVE. 6:30 * 6:30
CONT. SAT. 2:00 to 10:3#
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HARVEST HAS BEGUN

TO NORTHPORT CAMPMEETING
that Foil

A Facile Writer Recalls Happy Days Which
Many Rocklandites Remember

Every-Other-Day

They’re Now Cutting Christ
mas Trees In Various Parts
of the State

PlwlU^dWo/ij
To Alkalize Stomach Quickly

Aroostook County. Hancock County,
Waldo. Washington Kennebec, Som
erset, Penobscot, Androscoggin, Ox
ford, Franklin, Linccn tyid Knox
Counties all harvest trees each year
and ship them to the big cities.
The importance of the business is
difficult to estimate from a dollar and
cents point of view, says the Lewiston
Journal. Ten years ago it was esti
mated that it brought a revenue of
$103,039 into Maine. That estimate
was made upon the known shipments
of trees by rail out of the State. Then
practically no trees went by truck, as
they do now. That the business has
grown is unquestioned. Some say
that it has doubled. Whether it has
or not there has been a decided in
crease, so that the revenue from It is
larger than at the time of this for
mer estimate.
As a whole this money goes into the
rural sections of the State. Until
the past half dozen or so years, this
was true of all of it. Since then there
has been a change.
Originally the crop was cut by
farmers and their sons and all the
money went to them. In recent
years, however, townspeople have
gone into the business. They buy
j stumpage of people owning woodlots
I on which there is a growth of fir and
i hire men to go in and cut for them.

Maine's annual harvest of Christ
mas trees has begun. Most of those
Declaring that Maine has great from the material wanted by the
who make a business of gettng out the
wealth ln the seaweed beds along its Betz Company. Their process is
Old timers at Northport Camp even had a jail site plotted up by
crop have made deals with those who
coast, chemists are preparing to patented and orders’ from many of
ground were dong a lot of plain and Perkins' store.
will handle the trees and arranged
utilize these growth? fcr the extrac the countries largest firms have been
A fire which had destroyed many
for stumpage; that is for the right to
ii'iicy recollectin' this summer for
placed
for
the
substance.
Still
an

tion
of
valuable
chemicals
vital
in
of the original buildings and
cut
on lands where the trees exist,
the season whkh has lust -lused
numerous manufacturing processes. other concern is investigating the pro
furnished occasion for rebuilding and
if they do not own them. Usually the
maiked the dem e of lhe Hesleyan resurveying the scene had disposed
Kelp is the most prolific of all of the position and two others have been
cutting season begins about the mid
species and important industries have seeking information.
Orove Campmee'ing Association of of many of the tents and these had
dle of November and ends by Dec. 15. It must be as carefully cared for as
The
investigating
scientists
claim
been developed from this growth in
Eastern Maine ai d r . ig down the been replaced with the so called
In recent years the development would a crate of eggs going the same
Europe and California. Recent ex that there ls a great abundance of
Society Cottages. Thelr construction
distance The limbs must be bound
cuiiain on a co’-rfu! past.
periments have convinced scientists kelp off the coast of Maine and that of the auto truck has lengthened
extended over a period of several
close to the trunk, so that it will take
the
season,
for
with
trucks
it
ls
pos

There was r.o Campmeeting Week
that Maine kelp contains the greatest ln a short time these beds should
year« and the accepted type were
as little space as possible. This is a
sible
to
ship
so
as
to
land
trees
ln
the
this year, nor will there ever be again the big barrack-like structures wi'li
percentage of certain important have an economic value of many
particular job, for. unless it is done
substances to be found anywhere else hundreds of thousand- of dollars. larger cities in ample time for the
for a few surviving members of which every visitor to Northport is
right the tree can be spoiled. All
Christmas
trade,
which
reaches
its
in the World. The type needed is Suggestions to the Department have
Northport's Old Guard met in the familiar.
On all sides, people are learning that
peak on Christmas eve. much later trunk buts must be sawed evenly.
Two stories, with sharply sloping the way to gain almost incredibly most abundant in the area from Fort been made that the State pass suit
Once the trees have been bound, as
Unity cottage on tne old campground
quick relief, from stomach condition Clyde to Mount Desert Island and able legislation to preserve these beds than it used to be. Trees sent from told, they are made up Into bundles
in response to a hand printed notice roofs, the first floor always had a arising from overaciditv, is to alka
several firms are negotiating for by strict rules regarding harvesting. Central Maine, as late as Dec. 22 will
to facilitate handling. The size of
tacked on a tree and. without a single large front room ringed with wooden 1 lize the stomach quickly with Phil
locations
and leases.
This matter is being considered and reach New York city in time.
dissenting voice, voted the Associa benches where church services and lips’ Milk of Magnesia.
Trees for Providence. Springfield these bundles depend upon the size
The
W.
H
and
L.
D
Betz
Com

ways
and
means
of
bringing
it
about
urayer meetings could be held on
You take cither two teaspoons of
tion out of existence.
and Worcester. Mass., can be started of the trees
pany of Philadelphia has taken over investigated.
Afterward they sat around on the 1 rainy days. The second floor was I thc liquid Phillips’ after meals; or
This Christmas tree business ’s
two Phillips’ Milk of Magnesia Tab the old Lawrence packing plant at
In 1927 a concern called Plastic, from Central Maine as late as the aft
front piazza of the one time Associa either divided Into two large cham lets. Almost instantly "acid indiges
about
50 years old. It started in the
th* Southend and will start the Inc., of New Hampshire conducted ernoon of Dec. 23 and make the mar
tion Cottage, watched the grass grow bers one of which was given to the tion’’ goes, gas from hyperacidity,
Hancock County town of Orland,
ket
in
time.
installation of machinery in the near experiments at Rockland and en
up on the lot where the Auditorium ladies for occupancy and the other to "acid - headaches” — from over-in
As a rule, however, the Jig dealers, where the flrst year about 3COO trees
future so as to be in readiness for deavored to establish a market for
the
men.
or
else
it
was
cut
up
Into
a
dulgence
in
food
or
smoking
—
and
stood last year, and gave voice to
and
this is especially true of New- were sent to Boston. It grew and
actual manufacturing in the spring its product. Recent developments
passage way and squares making a ’ nausea are relieved.
their memories.
Try
this
Phillips
’
way
if
you
have
York.
Philadelphia. Baltimore, Wash spread until new it flourishes in al
A
lease
on
certain
beds
in
Penobscot
have
improved
upon
this
process,
it
Many years ago in Eastern Maine, series cf small bed rooms each justi any acid stomach upsets. You will be
Bay has been issued to the concern is said, and the firms now interested ington and those places, take no most every section of the State.
before the advent of the automobile, large enough for a bed. a chair, and surprised at results. Get either the
by
the Governor and Council. For have been marketing their products chances. In order to be sure of their
liquid "Phillips” or the remarkable,
golf, bridge and moving pictures, a looking glass.
trees they stipulate a much earlier
many
years this firm has been mar for years.
new
Phillips'
Milk
of
Magnesia
Downstairs was the common din
there was a season of the year when
Tablets. Only 25/ for a big box of keting a product in which chemicals To assure themselves of an ade shipping date and have the stock sent
ingroom
with
its
long
tables
of
hem

the head of many a Maine farmhouse
tablets at drug stores.
obtained from kelp plays an impor quate supply, Plastl: Inc., had legis by rail, which is the cheapest trans
commenced talking about going to lock boards, its backless benches and
tant part. They have been securing lation put through in which the portation system for them, for one
ALSO IN TABLET FORM
Its
row
of
padlocked
cupboards
along
Northport. Generally it was right
Each tiny tablet
their
supply from abroad Due to the State could lease the various beds flat car will carry the equivalent ot
after the last load of hay had been the wall where the rocm owners on ia the equivalent
growing demand for their product The cost is set not to be less than many truck loads.
of a teaspoonful
!
the
floor
above
kept
thelr
steel
knives
safely stowed away up in the peak of
of genuine Phil
they find it advisable to establish S3 a square mile measured seaward' Contrary to the idea which many
Milk of
the old barn, and not yet time to hoe and forks, the vinegar cruet and the lips*
Magnveia.
their
own plant.
from mean low water. Upon obtain people have, spruce and pine do not
i moustache cup.
the potatoes.
This company will use several tons ing a lease the company interested s make the best Christmas trees. Fir
• • • •
of kelp daily and will employ from 20 has the sole right to harvest kelp : meets the requirements much better;
Mother had been talking about it
Every grandma had her rocking
to 30 men. The process is principally upon the area taken. The Betz Com and it is fir trees which are shipped
for weeks, for the children had been
MILK OF
chair installed in some favorite corn
the material through solu pany is the only one now with a lease, from Maine. Occasionally, a few
let out of school early in June and
hillips MAGNESIA washing
er of the front room or out on the
tions to obtain the various chemicals and has taken an area large enough pines or spruces are used, but as a
beside being under foot around the
porch beyond the double doors which
Kelp is about 85 percent water.
only to supply their needs.
rule they are for the local. Maine,
house most of the time, they were
were feature of every cottage and up treason, sacrilege and anathema by
Another firm, with a plant ln New
There is enough kelp to supply a trade and not for out of the State.
showing signs of restlessness that
overhead, nailed tightly to the front the originators of the campground Jersey, has had representatives in number of concerns along the coast
Folks who wait until the day before J
boded ill for the neighborhood unless
For more than fifteen years,
of the building, was a sign bearing idea—as indeed some of it was. par Rockland and vicinity investigating and the Department is doing every Christmas and then hustle into the !
something was done about it immedi
now, Maytag has been the
the name of the home town.
ticularly
the
architecture
—
and
while
the
kelp
beds
and
the
available
sites
thing possible to help the interested country and chop a tree which looks
ately. Also there was a sameness in
“elect” among washers — the
Bangor Chapel. Brewer. South Park Row and adjacent streets blos for a factory. This concern has a parties find locations and encourag good to them, tie It on the running
the brand of news that was weekly
choice of more women than
Orrington. Carmel. Union. Rockport. somed forth in wooden embroidery, secret process for extracting a very- ing them to establish a fine new board or top of the car and hike back
circulating about the quilting frames
any other make. The superiority of its
home to set it up for the kids, have J
at the sewing circle, and mother was Rockland. North Searsport and some of the Brothers were occasion valuable substance entirely different industry.
features is obvious at a glance. A dem
no idea of the job it is to get out trees
ready for something new in the way Orono are some cf the signs that ally beaten in a “hoss" trade, and
onstration is still more convincing, and
of fancy gossiping and diversion of still remain. Others like Morrill strangers frequently carried off the NORMAN WAS HAPPY I bet on Roosevelt. So many of our for the big town trade.
its record of unfailing service is final
Unity. Grace Church, Bangor. Mun championship ln the horseshoe
her own.
Any old tree Just won t do. There
proof. Weigh all the evidence, and you
good Republican friends wouldn’t
roe. Winterport. Searsport. Hampden tournament. This was the era when .
Grandma had already gone. Grand
must
be
shape
to
tt.
That
is
one
of
also will cast your vote for a Maytag.
have
taken
to
thelr
beds,
or
been
A Free Dinner, and a Day In
pa had greased his boots and was Eddington and Belfast have disap Northport fell into the hands of the
A payment plan to accommodate your
too sick to eat. had they put up din the prime essentials, whether it is a
the Open, With Plenty of ners instead of money as bets
needs. See the New Maytag Ironer.
pitching horseshoes in the front yard peared. in some instances together Philistines.
large tree or a small one. Style
In this stage of its progress a visi
Maytag] aoailalle with gasoline Multi-Motor
and letters had commenced to arrive with the cottages which bore them.
Sightseeing
Mr. Miller thinks he may win a counts Just as much as it does when
Of the signs remaining only Or tor to Northport would have found a
from friends who were already bask
dinner at the expense of some Demo yofl're buying one of the girls a dress
House-Sherman, Inc.
rington
Center. South Orrington and fence built across the wharf. A fence Editor of The Courier-Gazette
ing in the sun on the rocks at the foot
After a tree has been cut it must j
crat ln 1940; but I tell him, it's risky
MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
Bucksport
have
any
of
their
former
which
Capt.
Arey
of
the
steamer.
What a glorious day was Friday. betting on a corpse. The elephant be properly cared for. It cairt be ;
of Ruggles Park. In addition to this
significance.
These
last
three
cotCastine,
once
completely
demolished
McLoon
Sales & Service
Nov
6!
A
day
to
go
on
a
picnic.
Campmeeting Week was in immedi
was so deeply buried by the 1936 thrown into a pile, along with others,
LIMERGCK ST., ROCKLAND
ages are still owned in part by the with an axe when his boatload of A day to celebrate—to celebrates
ate prospect.
landslide that it will take more than hauled to the station and loaded onto
10-21
THE MAYTAG COMPANY, MANUFACTURERS
Odors of steaming pound cake original biulders and their heirs and summer excursionists was refuted President Roosevelt's sweeping vic four years with a steam shovel to a car in any old fashion or piled into
operated
still
much
as
they
were
admission
to
the
grounds.
FpUNDED 1893
•
NEWTON, IOWA
tory! And what better place to g< excavate him! The year 1940 will a truck in the same way. Not much.
apple butter, frying doughnuts and
He would have noted the bustle of to. than to Damariscotta; and what
roasting chickens being prepared in when they were opened.
see
a
realignment
of
political
forces,
Few people are left who can re large activity on the wide piazzas better way to celebrate than to feast
advance of the annual exodus wound
call
the earliest scene of the arrivals of the new hotel run by E. C. Dan on a shore dinner at the most popu new issues and new parties in the
over the hills and valleys of Orringfield.
ton and hung above the wooded and departures from this old camp forth of Bangor. He would have lar eating place on Route 1, between
Having arrived in"Scotty’
an
banks of the river at Hampden Lower ground. There are, however, still observed that there were Wednesday Rockland and Bath—The River View
hour before noon, wc decided to
plenty
of
those
whose
memories
will
afternoon
concerts
given
at
the
hotel
Restaurant.
Corner. The smell of cheese came in
work up a ravenous appetite by
from Munroe, and up ln Orono and embrace the trip overland on the and dances in the dining-room ever}'
What a lark, what a day's outing,
walking
along
thewaterfront,
Northport
trail
in
the
era
of
its
Saturday
night
and
if
he
had
taken
Eddington the aroma of mincepie
for my helper at the Arboretum.
breathing the salty air. At the old
greatest
prosperity.
The
start
of
the
the
trouble
to
Inquire
about
the
and beans hung around the posters
Herbert Miller, and I. and all at hjs
boat-building plant of the late J. D.
advertising reduced fares on the Bos long ride down in the lamplight be music for these dances he would have expense! Ha ! ha! ha! He bet a
Morse, we were met by the present j
fore dawn, the dusty winding roads, learned that it was furnished by an
ton boat.
shore dinner that Landon would win;
owner. H. C. Marr, who very kindlythe spring and watering trough by orchestra of summer visitors com
• • • •
offered to conduct us through the
In Carmel and Winterport, in the wayside where the oranges were posed of Nate Tefft and Charles Tefft
' building, which he is now repairing,
Bucksport and as far down as Thom passed out to the children and the of Brewer. Miss Katie Jellerson and
preparatory to building several boats.
aston. staunch elders of the Metho first pie cut. The long hot afternoon Lewis A B Brown of Bangor and G
and
the
meeting
at
the
cross
roads
He showed us a fine new model for a
H.
Reed
of
Hampden.
dist Church, rose from their feather
»
•
110-foot beam trawler, that he has
beds long before sunrise, hitched the with other pilgrims bound, like them
recently made for Gloucester parties;
old gray mare to the whiffletree of selves, to the Mecca of the era. The
There were those among the rug
and another model for a sardine
the marketwagon. loaded in the spirit of joyous anticipation as night ged pioneers of the campground who
boat Massachusetts parties are ne
children, tied a ribbon on the whip, comes on and the campground drew found at this time parallel between
near. The swinging lanterns tied to it and the rise and fall of the Roman
gotiating for the building of two tug
and headed for Northport.
boats.
Pood they carried in quantity suf the axels underneath the jouncing Empire, ascribing the same causes
ficient to make the springs creak, wagons; the bustle and confusion, to each, for there was a well equipped
The reopening of this plant will
and they bounced over the ruts and the cheery greeting when they bowling alley in full operation
provide work for several ship car
rocks in the road and got out and climbed down, tired and happy, at or. Broadway and a sinister looking
penters now idle, and cannot fail lo
walked the hills and, if they were their journey s end.
poolroom right next to Tuttle's store.
, add materially to the business inter
• • • •
lucky, arrived in Prospect about noon
It Ls interesting also to note that
ests of the town. Success to Mr.
where they pulled up alongside the
Marr and hLs boatbuilding projects
There were other modes of trans there are still evidences of this feel
road, watered the horse and ate portation also including the tugboat ing persisting after thirty years or
The shore dinner having been ne
prodigiously.
Walter Ross which towed many a more of modern progress.
gotiated. we decided to run down to
Back in Bangor some of the softies, biygefull of merrymakers to the scene
This was Northport's backsliding
j Cushing, on the back road and take
who had been spoiled by the metro They didn't all come down river epoch and marked the commence
a peep through a window at Dr
politan life of the place, took the either, nor toy team, nor boat. A. J.: ment of the end as far as the domi
Peabody's marvelous spring—a large
boat at the Eastern Steamship Com Bird and Frank Wilson of Rockland nation of the church was concerned,
t masin, with the clear crystal water
ONLY
pany s wharf and arrived in North- once made the trip on two brand lhe fence was to’n down and the]
bubbling up through the pure white
port on the afternoon of the same new one hundred and sixty-five dol gates opened and while the singing
sand. On the same back road, not
day, having touched at Hampden, lar high wheeled bicycles to North- of hymns rose just as loudly as ever
far from the spring, we visited Julius
Winterport. Bucksport, Sandy Point, port to greet the boat on its arrival amid the trees on the banks of the
Darvinen's quarry of black granite
Port Point. Searsport and Belfast on ' at the Northport wharf. They were bay where the new auditorium
and received from him. as a gift,
the way down. They landed with upholding the honor of the Rockland flourished, strangers invaded the
specimens of the same for our
the thump of the paddlewheels of the Bicycle club and wore green corduroy place in increasing numbers and its
museum collection of Maine build
old Penobscot still ringing in their suits with caps to match which was aspect changed.
ing and ornamental and monumental
ears and an aura of travelled mag the last word’ in sport apparel in
The meeting, which was held ia
, stones.
Norman W. Lermond
the old Unity cottage this summer I
nificence about them.
those days.
tUey.
—
• • « •
These things old timers will re rang the bell which dropped the
All were met on the w’harf at member. adorned and embellished by curtain on these pictures and defi
MICKIE SAYS—
Ca\ds until a swuty!
You need all factors of good lighting to protect precious
VOU GET
Northport by everybody in the place, personal experiences of their own and nitely relegated them to the limbo of
eyesight, just as you need all vitamins to protect bodily
Thin Lamp >5.9,5
for the arrival of the Boston boat all a part of the heyday of North memories only. The auditorium is
A
r
6 00-w«tt
OUR. AW8IT1OU IS Tt> PRilJr
RYTEX PERSONAL
health.
was a major event in the daily life port's development. They were the ! gone. State Row is a line of crumblIa nips
.90
AS VAkN W AMES AS POSSIBLE
of the community and the first insis grand old days of many an oldster's 1 ing tie ups on a winding lane in the
1 100-watt
Most
people,
when
they
let
their
eyes
tell
them
how
much
IW EVERY ISSUE, AMP OUR
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Lamp
.20
tent bellow of its whistle was a signal memory.
, woods, no steamer has tied up at the
SLOQAU IS, "EVERY READER A
light they need, select from 20 to 50 times the amount they
>7.05
for a stampede to the waterfront to Then with the recurring seasons wharf for years, the baseball diamond
REPORTER." WE WAWr TO
now have. Yet the right amount of light is only one factor
PRIWT THE MEVJS ABOUT YOU
see who were arriving, and who were came a time when visitors arrived at up on the old state road has grown
$2.95 Only Until Nov. 16
in better seeing. There are many others—and your eyes
leaving the place.
a newly built hotel for a week or two up to grass and bushes and across
There were not so many cottages weeks round of summer pleasure in the street is a golf course and country
need them all.
ln Northport then as there are now. which the religous atmosphere of the club whose parking lot is crowded
although the first hotel, which sub place had no part. Observing elders with automobiles. —George H Reed
PRINTED WITH YOUR
BETTER SIGHT LAMPS GIVE YOUR EYES A BALANCED DIET
sequently burned, was a feature of and deacons of the church found j in the Bangor Daily News.
NAME
the eighteen eighties. The pioneers croquet games in progress when an
Christmas just isn’t Christma
in the enterprise for the most part especially powerful exhortation was
feature of good lighting to reduce eyeThese new lamps help protect eyesight,
without these gay, heart-warm
lived in tents which they carried being loosed in Auditorium Park.
strain.
Marvelous for reading, sewing,
give many times as much light as ordinary
ing Rytex Greetings.
down with them and erected on plat
study. Get yours during this special cam
lamps. They spread light widely over your
• « • •
Designs
definitely
new
...
ex

forms built for the purpose.
quisite stock . . . smart Folder
paign for only $2.95, a regular $7.05 value.
work. They soften and diffuse the light
The place which had been selected These people went out In Capt.
Style . . . made to order with
to eliminate glare. They combine every
for the religious services and after Goodwin's fishing sloop on Sundays
Without Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out of Bed in
your name.
the Morning Rarin’ to Go
ward named Auditorium Square was instead of going to church, built sum
All this, 50 Cards and 50 En
The liver should pour out two pounds of
a grove of oaks and maples on land mer homes, on lots purchased from
velopes for only $1.00.
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
is
not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
which sloped sharply to the sea. This the Association, and managed their
We urge you to see the com
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
furnished a natural vantage ground own vacations without due regard your stomach. You get constipated. Your
plete Rytex Line and to ORDER
whole system Is poisoned and you feel aour.
NOW!
from which a good view of the for the official programs prepared Bunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mete
preachers might be obtained and the for their enjoyment. These later ar bowel
Postage 10 cents extra
movement doesn't get at the cause. It
congregation see as well as hear. rivals on the scene built cottages in takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
POWE
"OMPAHY
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
There were seats installed under the the gingerbread style of architecture freely and make you feel*'up and up". Harm
less,
gentle,
yet
amazing
in
making
bile
flow
trees, a fence built on iron posts im and some of them smoked cigarettes. freely. Ask fur Carter's Little Liver Pills by
Sucli doings were regarded as name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. Zte.
bedded in large bounders and they
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’2-95

50 ***|

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-
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